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A Word to the Students. 
..:\s th e Yoice of the UniYersity youth 
and the medium through which the stu­
dents mR~' state their opinions,. and, 
perhaps, their ideals, "GalEtahra" has 
Rn impbrtRnt purpose to fulfil, though it 
may be egotistical to say as much. 
1'stll1ll~·, youth is anxious, eYen clamo­
Tous, to express its Yie\\·s on things that 
matte1·. Tn fact, youth is a synonym for 
reYolt. ReYolt, of course, is merely 
chnnge : and change is often progress. 
Youth ha>~ fought and alwa~·s ,,·ill rebel 
RgRinst in>~titution-; that ha,·e become 
habits. ancl beliPfs that han become 
~u1wrstitions. Thllt characteristic is one 
()f ~·outh ';.; charm>~-somr would say, its 
immortalit~·. .\dmittPdly, the youthful 
11oint of Yie\Y is either condemned or 
blanc1l.'' i!!'nored b~· nge: but, to quote 
BernRrd ShRw, "rW'l'.'' man oYer forty is 
a scoundrel. ' ' The truth is that youth 
l1as not lost its idrals. 1t "·as Rupert 
Rrooke who wrote. in 1914: 
Now, God be thanked \Vho has matched us 
with His Hour, 
And caug-ht our youth. and wakened us 
from sleeping, 
\Vith hand macle sure, clear eye, and 
sharpened power, 
To turn, as swimmers into cleanness 
leaping , 
Glad from a world grown old and cold and 
weary, 
Leave the s ick hearts that honour could 
not move, 
And half-men, their dirty songs and dreary, 
And all th e little emptiness of love! 
But what of the youth of the TTniwr­
f'it:v of Qneensland? Has it raised a loud 
Yoicc in "Galmahra" ? On the contrary. 
each year the contributions of an oril!inal 
and tlwughtful nature l1ave been from the 
pens of a very small minority. It is not 
to be belined that the mass of the 
students are so entirely ban·en of original 
thought that they have no mind to study 
the economic and social problems with 
which the world is faced , or that they 
hnYe no concern with the existing tran­
sition stage in Art. Such beliefs would 
sound the deepest well of pessimism. 
But we do hope that this year the 
f'tudents will manifest a more active in­
terest in the destiny of ' ' Ga;lmahra. '' 
A mere interest will not suffice. An 
attempt ~hould be made to raise the 
literary standard of "Galmahra" so that 
it might justly claim the high privilege 
of bring the mouthpiece of Ulniversity 
~-outh. ::\fen have gone out fl'om the 
lTniYersity of Queensland whose literary 
achieYements should be reflected in the 
page>~ of the magazine. nnd there is yet 
with ns n poet whose first work has won 
for him the r ecognition of worth. 
The cultiYation of a finer literary taste 
in '' Galmahra ' ' \Yould not be useless in 
the fostering of a higher literary tastP 
Rmongst students. Literary taste and 
1 Tnin•rsity education should be linked 
together. But not invariably we find tlw 
edncation without the taste; and that is 
rather absnrd. There are educated people 
who read Shelley because he is a classic, 
and uneducated people who rPad Shelley 
because he is a poet. The cultivation of 
literary. m· Rrtistic. taste is the cult of 
the beautifuL and one of England's most 
glorious por ts (who f'nffprcd for tlw 
rrime of youth ) died in st>arch of the 
Hol:v Grail of Beautv. This was his 
r1·ced: · 
"Beauty is truth, truth beauty,"- that is all 
Ye know on e<>rth , and all ye need to know. 
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The Lure of Oxford. 
(By P. R. Stephensen.) 
Recently a Certain Young Man, . a too 
certain young man, I've been told sat 
him down in earnest to reflect upon' Ox­
ford. He was, I regret to sav a Bol­
shevik, which is admittedly d~e~lorable. 
Moreover, which is simply dreadful, he 
was a Queensland Rhodes Scholar. .And 
the circumstances in which he sat down 
to reflect were approximately those more 
or less truthfully related to readers of 
the Daily Press in far-away countries 
which have cable services. In short, he 
was given the free opportunity to earn a 
martyr's cro"·n by refusing to accept a 
ukase of the Vice-Chancellor and Proctors 
that he should refrain from propagating 
Communist doctrines. 
.After twenty-four hours' deliberation, 
the Certain Young Man, with a non­
committal shrug of the shoulders, spurned 
the martyr's crown. He preferred, in 
other words, to remain in Oxford yet a 
little. The ledger showed a slight credit 
balance in favour of Oxford. .And the 
pro and con items which influenced that 
after all tremendously unimportant deci­
sion were. 1 presume, somewhat as fol­
lows:­
Debit item.-The Great Oxford Illusion: 
This is, of course, the belief that Oxford 
is a centre of vital intellectual activity, 
the home of true learning, the beau ideal 
of a University. It is amazing how this, 
illusion has persisted and still persists, 
eYen in Oxford. Not that the Illusion is 
badly staged. for really Oxford does look 
like a place of learning, and crowds of 
tourists come to gape at what is indeed 
a prodigy in the .Age of Bustle and Banks, 
namely millions of pounds invested with­
out the expectation of moneta1·y return. 
'rh e worst of it is that there is no vital 
intellectrtal retmn eitlH•r. but the touristf> 
cannot beline this. ancl so the Tllusion 
persists. 1 suppose it is impossible to 
clrstro~· it "·ithout bring accnsed of splren . 
Naturall~- Oxford mrn do notl1in!! to 
destro~- it. V err fe"· morta ls care to 
admit that the~- haYe been "boobed." 
Tl1e fcar-of-giving-themselYes-awa~- (l.!s­
ease (as Butler called it) is fatal to the 
intellectual honesty of those affected by 
it. .And so, the Great Oxford lllusion will 
persist so long as there are Oxford men ·to 
perpetuate it with that attitude· of" effort­
less superiority," which so politely bnt 
efficiently makes those not in the know 
fall down in gaping admiration. It is 
useless to attempt to expose the shatn. 
Snobs will be snobs, and .Australians will 
continue to fawn upon an Oxford M . .A. 
for many years to come. 'l'here is a 
chance, 1 gather, that a few more Oxford: 
1lnion Debating- tours will help shatter the 
illusion..... 
:Meanwhile Oxford will still continue to 
"turn out" great men. 
Credit Item.- The Beauty of Oxford: 
Ungrudgingl~· this tribute to the natural 
and artificial beauties of "the City ol' 
Dreaming Spires." Matthew Amold is tlw 
principal soloist, and all men of aesthetic 
sensibilities spontaneously join in the 
chorus. Tt is a quiet and remote beauty, 
a. soft and delicate charm. subtl~· penetrat­
ing. unforgettable. A drowsy, dreaming­
atmosphere. shades of quiet gre~' , build­
ings which are poems in stone. and ove~· 
all an unrPal haze..... 
But, 
Debit Item.- 'l'hese lonl~- meadows 
haYe been filchPd (" Pnclosed ") from tlw 
common people. 'l'hese poems in stone 
baYe been built ancl are maintained from 
rents racked from cowed work-peoplP 
living in College-ownPd slums of dingy 
horro1·. EYen in Oxford, hidden away, 
as it were, from tourists and also from 
undergraduates. there are dreadful slum~ 
hoYels owned by the most artistic colleges 
as landlords. (Bnt thrre! Bolsheviks arr 
so unreasonablr.) 
Credit Item.-'l'he libraries of Oxford: 
Man·ellons. 'l'hink of the Bodleian. with 
a cop~· of rven· book and jourmll in ever~· 
language. ancient and modern And. in 
addition, each College has itR own library. 
Millions of pounclR worth of books, snre­
1~-. Pra~· to the T.onl (if an~·) that no 
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bombs fall upon these collections in the 
next war to end war. Yet to think that 
this precious ink and parchment, these 
diRtillations of life preserved throughout 
all generations, should be here r eserved 
and made available for silly blabbing 
''lounge-lizards,'' elegant bloods, scions 
of profiteers, sent to Oxford to be ''finish­
ed,' '-who don't read them, anyway. 
Debit Item.-The dilettanti aforemen­
tioned: Their sartorial elegance, their 
fatuousness, their pathetic vacuity of 
mind and failure to comprehend things 
of vital importance in this year of Ennui 
1926. How pleasing they can burble at 
tea. How cleverly they can pun at the 
TTnion !' And one day they will be Oxford 
:l\f.A. 's, fawned upon by the uninitiate, 
parsons meaning well, bishops maybe, pro­
consul>~, administrators, statesmen, literary 
critics, dons and professors, units all-in 
the Ruling Class synthesis of talent.! 
Credit Item.- The cosmopolitanism oE 
Oxford: Partly owing to the world-wide 
clis>~emination of the Great Oxford Illu­
~ion. students of all races and countries 
foregather here. The Rhodes Scholar­
shins alone bring hundred>~ of somewhat 
awkward but very impressionable speci­
men>~ from divers Vast Open Spaces. 
And then there are princes of Araby and 
Tndh, Jans, Chinese. Maltese, Turks, 
Rinme>~e. Germans (ex-Hnn«), HungnrianR, 
Norweginns, Spaniards. . . . Oh. every 
conceivn ble and iJ'conceivable kind of 
Homo Rapiens, even American>~. Thi;; 
cliversity. mingled. i>~ one very significant 
rlcment in Oxford's uniquenes>~. It is, at 
lrnst, intere>~ting to excl1ange point>~ of 
virw with the lesser breech;, But one 
mnst br very careful in talking thing:.:; 
owr with lnclians.... 
Debit Item.- Proctorial discipline: Very 
stunicl and irksomr it is to AuRtralians 
to be trentedlike children, locked in after 
ninr p.m., hedgrd nround with rrstric­
1ions. flnrl spircl npon at every turn. lWC­
wntrd from playing marblrs. bowling 
l10ons, or practising archrr:v in the street<:. 
Tint, pr1·hapR, aftrr all. this i>~ a c1·edit 
item. T1·ksomr at fil'st, it evenfunlly be­
romrs a joke. Merel~r the mediaevnl 
fla,·our, a subtle and necessary ingredient 
in the Oxford pudding, which, being 
eaten, makes one distinctive. Quaite. 
Cr:edit Item.- Beer: ''Oxford trains on 
beer.'' Beer here, real beer, none of your 
chemical rubbish manufactured by pro­
fiteering trusts, but genuine home brew. 
'l'hick as treacle, and packed full of vita­
mmes. The lord preserve us from Prohi­
bition. At Oxford you can actually buy 
a bottle of breakfast. The long trip from 
Aussie is justified b~· this faith. 
However, 
Debit Item.- Tbe climate, the asterisk 
blank splash climate: Oh, for some actinic 
rays, oh, for a clear blue sky! Three clays 
here constitutes a drought. Again, Blank 
the splash asterisk climate! 
Etcetera. 
Credtt Item.-All the important men in 
the world visit Oxford at some time or 
other, and idols worshipped from afar in 
Australia may be view·ed in the flesh. 
Drinkwater, Masefield, De la Mare, Ches­
terton , Bertrand Russell, G. D. H. Cole, 
and even celebrities like A . •T. Cook anrl 
Saklatvala. 
Debit Item (briefly indicated) .-Mona'l­
teries, theology, bunk. 
Finally, 
Credit Item, the overwhelming Credit 
Jtem.-One iR not obliged to remain in 
Oxford all the time . Each year twenty­
four weeks only, and quite rnough, too. 
But for the rest of the time, vacation, ancl 
a free pardon . r,onclon is mine oyster, 
and Pnris too. nnd Berlin , even Moscow 
and ?\rw York. Anything is possiblr to 
a man with ·imagination, a small amount 
of cash, nncl liberty. Tt would be silly to 
<:acrifice another year of this. Strange 
though it mav seem, the important thing 
:tbout Oxford to Rhodes Scholars is the 
r>hance to get away from it so frequently. 
T am inclined to think th<tt it wns the 
allure of England and Eurone at large 
"ather than the charm of Oxford whicTl 
finallv induced the villain in this piece 
meekly to l'efrain from his subversive 
m·opngand?.. Which iR poBitiveJ~· disgust­
ing, ns nll rig-ht-thinking people will 
agree. 
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The Theatre of To-day. 
''I think that modern education over­
emphasises the intellect.... I am in­
clined to trace our present social unrest 
to this over-valuation of the intellect. It 
hardens the heart and blights all gen­
erous impulses.'' These words taken 
from the mouth of the Bishop in that 
excellent, thought-provoking book, 
''South Wind,'' are useful to bear in 
mind in any consideration of the theatre 
to-day. 
In the last decade of last century sensi­
tive men and women, who loved the 
theatre, were shocked at the deplorable, 
inartistic level to which they considered 
the theatre had fallen. The grievance 
was more than a century old, and they 
had much reason for their complaints. 
'l'he mirror which the players of that day 
held np to Nature was not the plain one 
Hamlet had in mind, but was one with a 
di"ltorting surface, and the utter falsifica­
tion of life, which passed for dramatic 
art then, goaded to action those who 
sought an ideal for the theatre. Writers 
like Matthew Arnold, H. A. Jones an<l 
William Archer had, by emphasising the 
social connections of the theatre, drawn 
it into the social arena of the Busy 
Nineties. These years were notahlc for 
a flood of ''new movcments ''-none 
directed toward a particular specific, but 
all the embodiment of merely something 
new. The play-house could not escape 
the floo.d, and a host of high-minded 
people set about devising some s~'stem 
of theatrical therapeutics. The theatre 
was no longer to be a thing of tt·icks 
and artifices and the conception of it as a 
fountain of ideas began to take form. Shaw 
and other critics poured unending abuse 
on the makers of artificial pla~r s like 
Sardou and Scribe, and their English 
imitators. "Sardouclledom" was a new 
Carthage, and had to be destroyed. 
Destroyed, however, it was not, but thr 
theatres which supplied the entertainers 
and shockers were relegated to the limbo 
of ''below the culture line.'' 
The passing of the American Copyright 
Bill in 1891 was immecliatrly followed by 
a g1·eat increase in thE' nnmhe1· of printed 
plays and led to the growth of the great­
est reputation of the period-that of 
George Bernard Shaw. Not only was 
there the printed play, but the Press 
opened its columns to discussions and 
fuller criticism of the theatre, and there 
was indeed a great noise. 
''The too much argument of the critics, 
the incubus of an ill-digested lbscn, thr 
drove of plays, like fishes in schools, 
coming along to give an impromptn vhil­
Dsophy oE life , to attack the world-old 
pr0blems of humanity with the little 
weapons of a new-found social doctrine, 
the mock thinking, the lyric prose 
tragedy of discontent, of revolution based 
on ennui, of moral law derived from the 
instant will of the weak-all these made 
much din in these clays of change."* 
Intellectualism was rife. No art escap­
ed its blighting influence: the theatre 
less than any other, for it is the best 
medium apart from the novel for the 
exploitation of ideas. The old theatre 
could not be forced to the demands 
of the new age, and a new organ­
isation had to be found which would 
be quite free from the trammels of the 
past. This need led to the Repertor~' 
system. Stage Societies, Players' Guilds 
and Repertory Societies sprung up all 
over the English speaking world... · . 
All attempts to organise State Theatres 
on Continental lines failed. 
On the whole it may be said that the 
Repertory System has flourished and 
made notable contributions to dramatiC' 
art both in pla~'S and stage presentation. 
..With the names of Shaw, Drinkwater 
and Synge are coupled those of Yeats. 
C'raig and Barker. Ever~' city of conse­
quence could boast a repertory audience 
whose nmnbers. in a few cases, grew to 
such dimensions that a repertory theatre 
came perilously near the commercial 
organisation which was abhorred RO 
strongly by the reformers. Nevertheless, 
:<uch a fine institution as the Birmingham 
Repertory Theatre, backed by the large 
financial resources and genius of Rit· 
Barry .Tackson and .John Drinkwatcr, was 
often in dangc1' of dissolution. 
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The despised ''commercial'' theatre 
which provided entertainment and unc~n­
sidered amusement for the masses-m­
eluding the wealthy West End- flourish­
(•d also. 'fhough no one would deny that 
half of the \Vest End productions werr 
inconsequential matter, yet the best of 
these make no ill showing against the 
bc>:t of what the repertory movement has 
produced. Perhaps they were not all 
imbued with high ideals, but at least the 
majority of those who wrote for the 
commercial theatre were really ''men of 
the theatre'' who knew its technique 
intimately and also its limitations. They 
were not free like the repertory play­
wrights; they had to write down to a 
l~vel in many cases. That level was not 
necessarily that of the public. Tt was 
generally their own. The dramatists of 
the Free Theatre, on the other hand, were 
hound to write up to a level which was 
11ot thei1' own, but a level imposed by thr 
intellectual idealism which they profess­
eel. In too many instances they were 
good novelists turned poor play,..rights. 
' There was one successful novelist, how­
eYer who did not join the Free Theatre. ,Jam~s Ban·ie chose rather to put himself 
under the direction of one of the 
shrewdest managers of the day, no one 
less than Charles Frohman. Barrie 
understood that ideas were not every­
thing, and that a "sense of the !heatre" 
was very nearly everything. Th1~ mea~t 
that he trained himself to v1ew h1s 
characters as human beings with 
rmotions, moods and intuition, not as 
ihon!?ht machines to be taken to pieces 
for thr delectation of the "arty," as did 
thr Free Theatre men. The highest 
m·aise may have been won by some 
dramatists, but it is love which has been 
lavished on Barrie. 
He and others could write sufficient 
nlays to satisfy the ordinary folk; there 
wrre enong-h "arty" people to support 
tl1e F1·re Theatre, so that neither move­
ment has killed the other. Each has a 
brneficial effect on the other, in fact. At 
somr points they rven coalrsce. 
"\Vhrn one ponders the whole mattrr, 
onr is forced to suspect that all this 
intrllectual nosing is a cloak to hide 
artistic inefficiency, and one thinl~.:; of 
cubism, vers libre and "modern" music. 
This is a democratic age. and democracy 
is popular because it makes easier the 
lot of the mediocre and the inefficient. 
'fhe passion for "newness" did not pass 
with the Nineties. 
This article is in no way an attempt 
to belittle the Free Theatre movemf'nt. 
Through technical lessons learned from 
Jbsen playwriting has been shorn of much 
that was bad. Naturalness of dialoguf' 
has been attained and a salutary realism 
in presentation introduced. But the Free 
Theatre has much to answer for that iP­
not good. Tt has made possible the 
production of an overwhelming amount 
of uttrr prctentiom; nonsense. Through 
it such ~1en as W. J. Turner have gained 
the attention of an audience, and much 
time monev and thought have been 
wast'ed. It ·is appalling to think that it 
was even possible that such rubbish as 
"The Man Who Ate the Popomack" and 
'' Smara!!cla 's Lover'' could ever have 
been written. The Italian, Pirandello, is 
the latest incursion of the "artv" into 
the realms of the sublimely ridiculous. 
bnt most people have found him out as 
a merely pretentious aRs with a remark­
[' hle knowledge of Rtag-e production. 
It has to be admitted that most of the 
theatrical productions of to-day are 
ephemeral thin!!s, but it is unwise to d~ny 
that a good drama may fl.ounsh 
under the commerci~1 system· Shakes­
peare might be cited. but one can turn 
to the present clav. The "Old Vie." in 
T;ondon. producing- ~lmost nothing- hut 
Shakespeare, has had a less stormv career 
than thr Birming-ham Reprrtorv Thr::1h·e 
:md less endowment. Another sig-nificant 
fact is the suc~ess which has attended tlw 
revivals of old and worthy nlays in 
London during tl1e past two yearR. 
Let it bt> said in conclusion that. in 
spite of all its nretf'ntions. the Free 
Theatre has proclnced no reallv Q'l'P::Jt 
drama in the thirtv yem·s of its rxist­
ence. It is intrllectnal ancl thPrt>forE' 
Relf-conscious-:mcl self-conscio'l1QnrsR is 
the negation of ~rt. 
T/EWTS TOWNSRNn 
(*The Contem]Jorary Drama ot England. 
by T. H. Dicklnson . l 
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Free Verse and Obscurity. 
Free verse has not yet been affected 
by Australian poets, probably because 
Australia is remote from the influences 
which stir the literary coteries of Eng­
land and France. V1ers libre was adopt­
ed by the young French writers at the 
end of the last century as an added 
mode of poetic expression, and its vogue 
has now extended to England an<l 
America. Free Yerse until recent years 
was not seriously entertained by English 
writers, but since the war many of thr 
young English poets have used it almost 
exclusively. These young men, howevel', 
have contributed nothing to English 
literature to challenge posterity, while thr 
recognised men of letters hold aloof from 
the London cliques of artistic young men 
who wish to create a revolution in Art. 
The young men who haYC' emb1·acrd the 
free verse "movement" have also taken 
kindly to the mystical language which 
was first impressed upon literature b~r 
the Symbolists. Their thoughts are 
transmitted through a language of subtle 
suggestion, which, to those who do not 
understand the meaning which the ])Ort 
intends to convey, is quite obscure. Only 
the initiated possess the key td the riddle. 
This novel and wholly startling function 
of language has its counterpart in the 
C'ubist interpretation of Art . 
Harold Monro, an English writer of 
the ultra-modern school, has composed a 
free verse "Dream Exhibition of a Fina 1 
World." A necessary notr to the work 
states that the subject mattrr was 
derived from actual dreams and nig·ht­
mares. One can readjJy believe it! If 
the ''nightmare'' explanation were not 
forthcoming, the reader would be pardon­
eel for imagining that the poem was the 
harmless babbling of a lunatic. Of conrsr, 
if he poRsessed the mystrrious ke~r to thr 
poetic riddle, its meaning would hrcomE' 
clear. Evrn tl1en hr might onestion thr 
import:mcr of the following linrs :­
But, oh! the Mob is roaring! Here is 
mob roaring! 
Armies (he·re it is different), armies. 
howling revenge. 
The narrow, enormous arena where rules 
the down-turned thumb. 
Charabanc massed, Epsom, Telescope, 
Nero! Nero! 
Tank! Bomb! Tank! Bomb! Every 
Terminus ending here! 
Beautiful hail of blood. Millions killed 
in a minute. 
\Var final , War! Never a shortage of 
bodie~. 
What does it mean ? Is it poetry '! Is 
it anything but tortured language! On 
the contrary, says the ultra-modern, it js 
the new Art. Richard Aldington , \\Titjng 
in "The Chap Book, " which is edit rei b.'' 
Ilarold :\1onro, maintains that the frr e 
verse enthusiasts aim at a reform of th<> 
poetic style. Certainly it would he fool­
ish to oppose any movement which 
sought to extend the bounds of poetic 
expression, but it is doubtful whether 
the free verse quoted above expresses 
anything, apart from the fact that the 
words themselves, rmptied of meaning 
and soaring frer of syntax, are in thei " 
formlessness utterl~· unportic. Aiding­
ton states brightly that the teclmica1 
objrctions are subordinatr to the reform. 
Thus, airil~· . he dismissrs an important 
point. 
Technique is closely allied to form, and 
artistic form is an essential elE'ment of 
good poetry. Beauty in form is one of 
the fundamental ])rinciples of Art. ancl 
holds good in all its branches. Oddly 
enough, many people who acknowleclgr 
the necessity for technique in music ancl 
in 11ainting consiclrr it of minor imnort­
anrr in nortr~·. That is :1 pT::~ve mistakr . 
A rrpetition 01' Yariation in rh~·thm in 
thr; asc; embling of words. which in colour. 
music and srnse translatr into languagr 
thr rmotion or thought agitatinr: thE' nort. 
and the sf'tting of this music ancl colom· 
in artistic form, are the snprrme fnnctionc; 
of the poetic art. The E'motionnl rxnrrs . 
sion of a poet is widened in nronortion 
to .hiR m::~strrY of -'teclmiqnr. whirh i" 
nnotlwr w::~~' of saying tlwt thr trnr port 
is naturally a master of trchniqnr. 
The advocates of free versr also con­
trnd that the teclmical qnrstion is snh­
orclinat'r to 'tl1r ::~ssimilntion b~· poeh'? of 
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modern thought and the eomplex modern 'l'he work of many of the ultra-modern 
mind. The inference is that existing poets is chaotic. They are unable to 
poetic form~; are incapable of embracing translate the complexity of modern life 
the vast field of modern sensation. Yet into poetry. In their attempts to do ~:>o
the greatest and the most triYial of they have adopted free verse, which, ashuman emotional experience~; are embodi­ it exi~;ts in their hands, is formle~:>s.ed, high light and delicate nuance, in the 
'Ihey affect a language of ~:>ngge~>­dramatic blank verse of tihakc•spearc; the 
tion wherein words are given aloftiest speculations of philof-iophic 
thought are clothed in the lyrics of makeshift meaning. In their thoughtl:i, 
Shclley; the perfect word paintings are there is no necessary relation, and 
in the poems of Keats; and the most images are l:iet down without selection. 
fantastic patternfoi of word tapestry arc Not improbably these manifestations are 
woYen into the poetic forms of Oscar to be expected in the labour of transi· 
Wilclr. Aclmittrdly, the great poets of tion. 'l'hat the new era which is dawning
C'Ycry agr use or create the "vehicle" of vn tl1e world will demand a characteristic
language which best suit their individual 
mode of expression in Art is not to be
rxpre,;sion; but they never forget the denied. This is true of all petiods. Art
esr>ential beauty of form. Even in thr 
forms will change as all things mustirregular lyric where emotion fashions 
change; but the great poet will rise aboveform, the poet instinctively responds to 
the law which demands order. There is that which is formless and banish that 
nothing chaotic in Art. ,,-hiL h is obscure. 
--**-­
A DEAD POE'l~. 
From livid lips rich blood l_las drainea, 
A pallid mask falls on his cheek; 
His eyes are questioning; "and seek 
A light that cannot be regained. 
Quiescent now, the purple veins · 
Stir not the whiteness of his throat, 
And loose in sweet disorder float 
Locks, on his brow, like golden skeins. 
The body which he dreamed to mould 
To beauty's high design is dead; 
And like a sculptured stone his head 
Leans back, pale as the rock and cold. 
His lips make answer not. His eyes 
No longer mirror clear his soul. 
The crumbling fragment of the whole 
Knows nothing of my tears or sighs. 
His li;.s ·.vill mingle witl, the flowers 
AJld with earth's cool forgetfulness, 
And there will be an ease of stress, 
And sleep for immemorial hours. 
But like a soul. unbodied, free, 
Divided from the warring )·ears, 
His songs beyond the stain of tears 
Will be his immortality. 
E.G.H. 
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Sir Matthew N a than's Letter. 
To the Editor,-In the doing of many 
things that require little thought, it is 
human nature to pt.t aside the few that 
should not be done without serious think­
ing. 1 fear that it 
is only in this weak­
ness that I can find 
the reason, which i . ..; 
not an excuse, that 
T haYe not before 
acceded to the re­
quest. several times 
pnt forward by you, 
for a contribution to 
our U n i v e r si t ~' 
Magazine. I regret 
this the more, for thr 
appearance it may 
give, that I have 
not sensed the im­
portance, or appre­
ciated the power 
that ' 'Galmahra '' 
should, and probably 
does, possess. In 
reality I am fully 
seized of thesP. 
Matter written and 
1·ead b~r those, whose 
outlook the Univer­
sity is greatly, and 
whose character it is in part , form­
ing, cannot but materially affect 
that formation. As in the case of 
all periodicals ours exists because it is 
read, and it is read because those who 
get it, in the main, like what is written 
in it. What the members of a University, 
and particularly the young members of 
a new University, like to read in their 
magazine, you, Mr. Editor, know well, 
and I but partly know and partly 
imagi'ne. I conceive that their demands 
include original thought on politics, 
economics, and those things that will 
affect the practica1 life of a new genera­
tion, fearful, as has been every genera­
tion before it, of being kept in bonds by 
its predecessor; that it favours modern 
psychology rather than ancient philoso­
phy: tl1at it eschews, except for profes­
sorial contributions and a few records of 
personal experiences in exploration, the 
realms of science in which it is felt that 
the fi.elcl of undergratuate knowledge is 
yet too restricted for the full exercise of 
the speculative power 
writers and readers 
know to be within 
them; that on the 
other hand much 
good matter is called 
to the magazine 
borne on the wings 
of taste in literature 
that grow so much 
mot"e quickly than 
the trembling pin­
ions of knowledge in 
science; 'thati this 
matter often re­
sponds to youth's 
eternal call for ro­
mance, and at other 
times takes the form 
of a brilliant essay ot· 
fanciful pattern in 
words fresh with the 
inspiration of youth­
ful days and the 
enthusiasm of the 
age of ideals. 
The pages of our 
mag·azine are also wanted to help 
to a wider understanding of the 
decorative and imitative arts that will 
only come to the people generally 
through those to whose minds and 
feelings the State gives the high cultiva­
tion called culture. The humanities and 
other matter will meet with greater 
faYour if made more human with humour 
and wit, but it will be recognised that 
humour must be clean to be wholesome, 
and wit kind to be welcome. 'l'hcrc will 
wlways and rightly be demand for rela­
tion of pcrtJonal prowess in examination 
room and sports ground, and announce­
ment of some other personal affairs, but 
g-ood jndg-ment will require avoidance of 
!he detailed 1Jistory of what is trivial, or 
the public record of what should be 
private. 
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\Yith such matter as I thus conceive to 
be required by its readenr; and to be 
within the power of our University 
writers to supply, selected and arranged 
by your own skill, with the assistance, 
now at your disposal, of the Magazine 
Committee, I am sure '' Galmahra'' will 
continue to exercise a real in£luence on 
the thought and life of our University. 
I believe also that this influence will re­
flect the general aspiration of the 
1 Tniversity to work in the interests of in­
tcllectual truth, honesty, and purity, and 
to apply deep knowledge to high ends 
for the advantage of the State and the 
advancement of its people on lines of 
real and lasting progress. In these 
beliefs, 1 wish "Galmahra" a long and 
effective life. 
Cairns, October 22, 1925. 
---**-­
The Garrick Chair of Law. 
'l'hc Law l:::>chool has been a very im­
pOl'iant factor in the development of the 
modern University· Bo much so, that it 
may t;e said that the University grew 
out of the Law School. 
Bologna, oldest of living· lJnivensities, 
wa~> f01' a long time nothing but an emi­
nent school of law, connected by it~> 
source at Ravenna with the older Law 
School::; of Constantinople and Beirut. 
lrneriu~> , by his Law Lectures at Bolog­
na at the beginning of the 12th century, 
not only revived the study or Law, 
which had almost disappeared during 
the Barbarian invasion, but attracted 
men from all parts of Europe, among 
them Thomas a 'Beckett, afterwards 
Archbishop of Canterbury. In 114~ 
V acari us, of Bologna, was teaching 
ltoman Law at Oxford. 
l lnfortunately for the study or .lJ<t\1', 
the jealou;;y of the Common Lawyer;; 
was arou:;ed, and a struggle began 
which ended in the departmc of all but 
the Civiliam; or Roman Lawyer:;, and 
the foundation in I~ondon of the Legal 
l lniwrsity of the Tnn;; of Court. 
'l'he connection between the La"· and 
the l lniven;ity, thns interrupted, wa::; 
not renewed until 1756, when Francis 
V in er\.; foundation gave Black~>tone the 
opportunity for delivering his famous 
lectures at Oxford, and made the law 
of 1l1e land a pmt of Universit~' teach­
ing. Tn Blackstonc 's day legal educa­
tion wa::; almost entirely neglected and 
the improvement of the last 160 years is 
clue in great measure. to him. His strong­
est denunciations were hurled at, ''the cus­
tom of dropping all liberal education as 
of no use to ::;tuclent;; in the Law and plar.­
ing them ini its stead at the desk of somP 
skilful attorney. A lawyer thus educated 
to the Bar in ::;ubsenience to attorneys and 
solicitors,'' said Blackstone, ''will find he 
has begun at the wrong end. Should the 
infatuation prevail to any considerable 
degree, we may rarely expect to see a 
gentleman of distinction or learning at the 
Bar, and what the consequence may be to 
haYe the interpretation of the laws (which 
include the e'ntire disposal of our proper­
ties, liberties, and lives) fall wholly into 
the hand::; of obscure or illiterate men, is 
matter of Yery public concern." 
Blackstonc "·as careful to point out that 
men of excellent learning and unblemished 
integrity haw been trainecl in solicitors' 
offices. Lord Hardwicke, in Blackstone 's 
time, r~ord Brampton (Sir Henry Haw­
kins), Lord Russell, of Killowen, and many 
others are in this category. But, says 
Blackstone, it wa~ in spite of this method 
of education, and the great lawyers men­
tioned would be the first to acknowledge 
its defects. Tn fact, Francis Viner, whe11 
he founded the Vinerian Chair of IJaw, cx­
pressely stated his hearty regret for the 
want of those assistances which his fortune 
was to supply. And the late C'hief Justice 
MaeC'awley. who had suffet·rd eYen more 
than Francis Viner, was insi~>tent on the 
necessity of a broad general education for 
the lawyer. In an address to the Law 
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~tudcnt::;' A::;::;ociation he urged the import­ Constitutional Law, and International 
ance of thi::; in the intere::;t::; of the profe::;­ IJaw, are those which form the cultural 
::;ion itself, so that the lawyers might main­ part of every well-planned University 
tain their prc::;tige a::; citizen::; and as law­ Law course. Of course, they can be 
yers. taught in a dull and mechanical manner, 
An opportunity of carrying out thes·~ but that is not to be expect~d of studies 
"iews came when the late Mis::; Kate Cecic definitely co-ordinated as these are with 
Garrick bequeathed the ~mm of £10,000 to the other ::;ubjects of the Faculty of 
found, in memory of her father, a Chair Arts. 'l'aken in the prescribed manner, 
in Law or Medicine, to be called the Sir these studies lead to the degree of 
.Tames Franci::; Ganick Professorship. 'rhe Bachlor of Arts. By arrangement with 
S(·nate decided that the Chair shonlcl he the Barristers' Admissions Board, nego­
held by a Profrsso1· of TJaw, and th<> first tiations for which <.re now in pro­
oceup~nt was appointed in Decrmbet· last. gress, it IS hoped that the B.A. de­
'J'hr icleas of those who plead for the gree coYering the pre::;cribecl studie::; will 
g-enrral education of the la"·yer, and urge exempt from tht!· Bar Preliminary and 
the claims of Law as part of the IInmani­ Intermediate examinations. l\1i::;::; Gai·­
tes, are carried out in the new Chair, for rick '::; benefaction ha::; made possible a 
it is essentially a Chair in the Faculty of very definite advance in Univer::;ityArts· However desirable a Law School teaching, and the unexpectedly large
and a Faculty c,f Law may bP, the needs 
number of students attending the Lawof general education are more pressing. 
Lectures must be a matter of some grati­
'l'he Garrick Chair of Law ministers to 
those needs, for the subjects taught from fication to those members of the Senate 
tbc Chair, Roman J.Jaw, Jurisprudence, "·ho planned the scheme. 
---0--­
CLEO~IBROTUS·. 
Son of Ambracia in Epirus old, 
Cleombrotus, with lips of rose, and hair 
Like soft silk interwreathed with finest 
gold, 
Lived long ago and grew beloved and fair. 
He danced with maidens in the olive grove, 
Made music with the lyre and sipped red 
wine, 
And as a youth sang praise to Mighty Jove, 
Until his mind was turned to thought 
divine. 
Then blood. of poppies splashed beside the 
sea, 
Lit not his almcnd eyes to sudden joy, 
But lonely would he sit, ecstatically 
Of dim Elysium dreaming, lovely boy. 
And ravished by the promise of the dream, 
Cleombrotus with gold upon his locks 
Climbed to a wall that overlooked the 
gleam 
Of ocean blue and water-frothing rocks. 
Into the sea from this high wall he · sprang 
(His laughted mocked the wondering eyes 
of death), 
While scream of gulls in horror w'ildly 
rang, 
And parted waters bubbled with his 
breath. E.G.H. 
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Myths for the Million. 
By Paul Peiniger. 
'Introductory Note.-1 han been prompted to write these Yer::;c::; by the 
thought that the myths of Greece and Home, especially the lesser-known one::;, 
would appeal to the general reade1· in such a form. One should not b? accused 
of making the sublime ridiculous, for if there isn't a laugh in the mcssmg about 
of the old gods and their numerous offspring, and the love in idleness of legen­
dary people like Acontius and Cydippc, then the whole of mythology ought to 
be :,;crapped as worthless in th1s ultiJitarian age.-P.P. 
And sad it was that Acis snou1u,ACOX'l'IVS AXD CYDlPPE. Limus strecl:Ueu 1n easy rasniou,
In Delian grove Cydippe stirred Be once subject in mouucam woou 
Acontius brave to rapture: 
'l'o ualatea's passwn.
The form, the face, 
The artless grace! Straight from the sea this lissome nympJJ
Ne'er had he seen, ne'er had he heard Ran to the shepherd snoozing;
A one so meet for capture. From out her drenched hair the 1ymph 
In globules large was oozing.All lackadee, ah lackaday, 
The youth from Cea faltered: A drop or three upon his bacK 
He felt a boor, Young Acis quick.y woke;
He was so poor! Who stands thus here on public track 
His best respects he could not pay Without a bathing cloak'! 
Unless his status altered. 
"0 sweet young boy," the maiden cried,
0 humble swain, do not despair, 
"Be mine, be mine forever";
But with your problem grapple: And from the boulders there besideBend down this bough l<'aint Echo answered "Never."And write a vow, 
With earnest heart and tender care, 
"Do come," she urged, "and play with me,Upon a rosy apple. Among the rocks and waves; 
'Tis I, most loved in Sicily,
Twice noble deed! the words are writ, \Vho now your favour craves ." E'en to the appellation: 
Now choose the route Alas! poor Acis tempted so,
To throw the fruit; 
,By such uncovered Beauty,And if Cydippe handle it, Could only murmur, "Let us go,"Great be your expectation. And quite forgot his duty. 
A splendid toss! the virgin stoops The wolves might chase his little flock,And reads a vow of marriage; Of sad neglected woollies,Diana's shade, And leaping lambs might take the knockThe oath is made- From Airedale pup or Bullies.Three Grecian cheers, three hearty whoops-­
;Acontius, call the carriage. But nevermore would Acis care­
His hobby now was diving; 
Before him ran with streaming hairAOIS AXD GALATEA. The object of his striving. 
When Acis, son of Faunns famed, 
Mischancre it was that at this cruxIn Sicily watched his sheep; 
Should there nearby have stepped,Ne'er had he ewe or lambkin lamed 
The chieftain of Cyclopean bucks,Although the hills were steep. 
As Polyphemus clept. 
Indeed he was a careful wight, On Galatea many hoursA youth well worth his wages; This one-eyed king had waited,Extol his virtues? Well I might To languish in her coral bowers­KPep on this tack for pages. But she the suitor hated. 
Now, l<~ortune was in ancient times And now beheld he, mad with rage, 
Much ffckler than at present; A lover in her favour; 
There were a multitude of crimes The words he said would mar this page, 
For gods were far from pleasant. So terrible their flavour. 
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He sudden seized a jagged rock, 
As Acis threw her kisses, 
And hurled it down with fearful shock­
A Cyclops never misses. 
The missile struck the shepherd's head 
\Vhen he was hide and seeking; 
It felled the handsome fellow dead 
And set the nymph a-shrieking. 
\Vhile up above the monster laughed 
And danced a jigging measure; 
The gentle naiads thought him daft, 
Because he roared with pleasure. 
And Galatea weeping sore 
Down by the rugged mountain, 
Vowed she would see her Acis more 
In sparkling rill or fountAin. 
Then to the gods by day and night 
She prayed this spot to hallow, 
And they in pity on her plight 
Made him a streamlet shallow. 
So Acis burbled to the sea 
,Again to seek his lover, 
And 'neath the waves' great majesty 
The wanton pair took cover. 
[This series of myths-made-popular will 
be continued during the year by Paul 
Peiniger.-Ed.] 
---0--­
Thomas Hardy, the Novelist. 
A. Methuen has dedicated his ''An­
thology of Modern Verse'' to ''Thomas 
Hardy, 0.::\1., greatest of the l\1oderns." 
Although this, is seems, is meant to apply 
to him only a~-; a poet, it might just as 
truthfully refer to him as a novelist. 
\Ve mu:;t, of course. set a definite period 
to which the word "modern" may 
apply. l\'Iethuen applies "modern " to 
living authors, ancl those dead within 
the last generation. ~o here the word 
will include George Meredith, but ex­
clude 'l'hackeray and Dickens. 
'l'he question then arise::;. ''!::; Hardy a 
greater novelist than Meredith ? ,., who 
no one can deny, is bis most serious 
riYal. lt is a difficult question to 
amnY,er w'ithout qualification. )However, 
I am inclined to answer ''yes.'' Hardy 's 
readers do now, and will alway::;, out­
nnmbcr Meredith 's. Few will dispute 
that both are men of gPnius, and that 
Hard)' ha::; the wider appeal. ::l\feredith 
appeals only to the cultivated mind. His 
wonderful psycho-analysis of characters 
and his scintillating, if often obscure, 
stylr will always appeal to thr cultured. 
hnt never to the man of only average 
education. But Hardy, despite his · note 
of tragedy, gives us a feeling of rest 
f!nd peace. No great intellectual effort 
is required thorough!? to rnjoy him. 
Hardy, too, _ sounds deeper wells of 
human emotion than dors Me1·edith. 'l'hP 
most striking of Hardy's qualities as a 
nonlist is his treatment of Nature, very 
often Nature iu her fiercest and most 
awful moods. Well might Byron's remark 
about Crabbe be applied to Hardy, for, 
indeed, he is 
"Nature 's sternest painter, yet the best." 
By birth and upbringing Hardy is 
peculiarly fitted for :the portrayal of 
Nature. He was born in the heart oE 
l'Ural England, at Upper Bockhampton, 
near Dorchestel' (the Casterbridge oE 
the \Vessex novel~,; ) . 'l'he scenes he de­
pict::; and the people he describes were 
part of his everyday life when a child. 
It is especially noticeable in Hardy 
how a single striking natural feature 
will dominate practically the action 
throughout a novel. Egdon Heath, in 
"'l'he Return of the Native," seem~:> to 
be like a brooding spirit over the lives 
of Eustacia and Clym. \V e cannot get 
away from its influence, and we feel 
that we would not if we could. Hardy 
enters heart and soul into his descrip­
tiom; of Natnre with thr re~mlt that he 
makes us feel that Nature and Man arc 
reall)' both parts of one great whole. 
Another characteristic of Hardy is his 
note of deep, almost passionate, melan­
choly. Chesterton l1as said that he could 
never be a great social reformrr because 
he is too gloomy a pessimist. In nearly 
all his works there is, from beginning to 
end, a feeling of impending tragedy­
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tragedy in it:s :saddc:st and most wasteful 
form:;. Hardy sees no hope for the 
future happiness of the race, because he 
traces the minutest of human errors to 
their extreme logical denouement. He 
will allow chance to enter the lists in 
order that the mistakes might be made, 
but he will never allow chance to enter 
and rectify those mistakes. He is inexor­
able in this. and the charactt>ristic give:; 
llis work a tinge of pathetic sadness. To 
him, mortals a1·e the playthings of the 
gods, to be enjoye~ by them for a 
moment, and then cast aside a~; useless. 
'l'his attitude ii; ~;een particularly in the 
closing word~; of '''l'ess'':­
"Just.ice was done , and the President oi 
the immortals had ended his sport with 
Tess." 
But Hardy's melancholy neYer be­
comes morbid, and it is always 
illuminated bY fla~;'hes of hmnour com­
ing from the· mouths of the rustic~; he 
knew so well. Hardy has the saving 
g1·acc of humour to a marked degree, 
and wP1l he uses it. 
A feature of Hardy'~:; art as a novelist 
li cs in the design of his "Wessex 
NoYels." There is a binding thread 
running througl1 all of them, a threa<l 
which holds them together, not as sequel 
to each othc1·, but as distinct parts of 
one general pattern. '\Ve feel as we read 
each one that " 'e are really reading 
about the same people but under dif­
ferent circumstances. His re-creation of 
the old Kingdom of \Vessex was ccr­
tainly a happy thought. It keeps the 
romance of fiction for us, at the same 
time as it gives the stories a great sem­
blance of reality. 
Of Hardy's novels, "Tess" is probably 
the greate~;t. Here his portrayal of 
human passion, overshadowed by tra­
gedy, i~; com2lete. The confession scene 
between Angel Clare and Tess is one of 
fh e finest things in literature. "'l'hc 
Retnrn of the Native," with the eternal 
influence of Egdon Heath, '· 'fhe l\1ayor 
of Castcrbridge,'' a tragedy of i~;olatccl 
soul~;, ''Far From the l\1adding Crowd,'' 
and ''A Pair of Blue Eyes,'' are among 
the greatest noYels. Some of Hardy'" 
work falls below hifl high standard, but 
it ifl by the author's best that we must 
judge him, and the judgment must be 
eminently favourable. 
Thomafl Hardy is not a great stylist ; 
in that he is not a polished artist. His 
style is rugged, although clear and lucid. 
Above all it is sincere. 'fhis sincerity 
gives his style its persuaflive power, and 
persuasion is said b.r Quiller-Couch to be 
the chief quality of good prose. His de­
finiteness of purpose , unswerving logic, 
and rigid fidelity to N atme, give Hardy's 
work that epic force which ifl th e 
keynote of the greatest literature. 
It is safe to say of Hardy that when 
0ur own centur)' has passed, and he i::? 
reviewed by minds unclouded by contem­
porary mists, he will stand forth as one 
of the giants of our literature, a giant of 
whom any literature might feel proud. 
W.O.R 
---0--­
WOODLAND LOVE. 
Nymph that in the wooded glade 
Plays the pipe that Fannus made, 
Revels by the silent flow 
Of a magic stream and slow­
Oh, that I could win her! 
Sing this night my joyous heart 
All the beauty of her feature, 
To the sovereign moon impart 
How I love this creature; 
Tell her praises to the mountain, 
Whisper to the secret fountain, 
Of her loveliness. 
In her reeds are songs of passion 
Modelled on an ancient fashion; 
From her zone the silk!ln trappings 
Mask her limbs in airy wrappings-
Oh, that I could win her! 
Seek this night my eager lips 
Bounty from her laughing mouth, 
Woo the gift as past she trips, 
Careless of your summer drouth; 
May the gods their angtr spare 
·when they see what mortals dare 
For her loveliness! 
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The Place of Women in English Poetry. 
It i::; ::;trangc to-clay, when in the world 
of literature ::;o much time i::; giYen to 
literary excaYation, expensi \'e reprinting, 
and the rebnilding of fallen reputations, 
and when \Voman is more cli::;cu::;sed than 
C'\'Cr, th_e impOl tance of \Voman 's contri­
bution to English poetr.r should be so 
insufficiently recognised. Yet such is the 
case, eyen though we could, but ar)parcntly . 
do not, boast of scYel"al poetesses of great 
merit, and much good poetry wl"itten by . 
women who may not have been of . 
consistent exce Hence in their work. To · 
gain acquaintance with the latter'bocl\' of 
verse, it is necessary to b aYe recours~ to 
anthologies, such as the Anthology of 
\Voman 's Verse, unless one has the use 
of a really good library. Ewn the Oxford 
Book of English Verse is useful to gin 
the reader access to some of the gems by 
writers whose '1\·orlc as a whole is now 
sometimes just]~· , forgotten. ' 
Before we can attempt to fix the place 
of women in Engli'ih poetry, each poetes,; 
of note must be read (afi a whole, if 
possible) ancl .inclg·Nl; and the first to 
claim our attention is Afra Behn 
(1640-89). Tn the Oxford Book maY be 
found two finr lyrics by En~odancl 's ·first 
professional authoresfi, and she has written 
more that shows the same kt>ennefis of 
imagination and pln·ase. Tn tlw same 
book is a pleasant l~oric b~· Katherin:> 
Philips, a less gifted but more tYpicall \" 
feminine 'lvriter. "01·incla ." as ~hP w~s 
called, was harcll)· a great poet, hut shP 
wrote ahYa.vs as a woman should-not 
necessaril)' as a spntimentalist. nor Yet 
as a half-hearted imitator of man. 'l~his 
pious woman wrotp chit>fly on pen;onal 
topics, only for the satisfaction of her­
~elf and her intimate friends, and these 
few lines from a poem on the death of 
her son illm;trate quite well tbe quality 
of l1cr work: 
Alas! we were secure of our content. 
Rut find too late that it was only lent 
'T'o be a mirror, wherein we m'ay see 
How frail we are, how spot less we should 
be. . 41 • 
But I'll resrgn and follow thee· as fast 
As my unhappy minutes will make hast 
Till when, the fresh remembrances of th~e 
Shall be my emblems of mortality. 
For such a loss as this (bright soul) is 
not 
Ever to be repaired or forgot. 
A woman of greater indivicluaiity wa:; 
Lady Winchelsea (1660-1720 ). Although 
her work belonged in form and partly in 
style to the school of Pope, in temper she 
stood apart from m.any of her contem­
poraries. Listen to this address to a 
nightingale: 
Exert thy voice, sweet harbinger of 
spring! 
This moment is thy time to sing ; 
This moment I attend thy praise, 
And set my numbers to thy lays; 
Free as thine shall be my song, 
As thy music short ::>r long; 
Poets, wild as thou, were born, 
Pleasing best when unconfined, 
Whe·n to please is least designed, 
Soothing but their cares to rest; 
Cares do still their thoughts molest, 
And still the unhappy poets' breast 
Like thine, when bwt he sings, is placed 
against a thorn. 
The rest of the poem shows eYen more 
clearly than the aboYe not only he,· 
difference from, but also her dissatisfac­
tion with, the self-conscious poetry of the 
town, which, if it ever did describe nature, 
did so generally in Yague and bombastic, 
though unemotional language. Thrre i:; 
nothing Yague in that fine tram;cription 
of nature, her famom; "::-Jocturnal RP­
Yerie," a poem that no doubt gains in 
value when read in the light of literary 
history, yet a good one enn when not 
contrasted with most contemporary 
poems of the samp class-frigid and 
stilted deficriptions of tbingR that were 
often never seen at all. Lady 
\Vinchelsea 's countryside was not a con­
Yentionally described Arcadia, but a 
piece of England that she knew an~l 
loYed. 
Apart from some good work by Scotch 
poetesses, and the presence of a few 
>.tray lyrics, the period between Pope anJ. 
the Romantic moYement is barren of 
goocl female poet1·y- therc is scarcely a 
woman wodh i.he name of poetess. 
Moralising· schoolmifltresses, would-be 
writers of epics, and what the Americans 
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would call '' l-;Ob-sisters, '' there are in 
plenty, but they are now practically 
forgotten. Even l\frs. Barbauld, by no 
means the worl-;t of them, is remembered 
by only one poem. ''Life, I know not 
what thou art," and even that is some­
times shortened when quoted. 
After the Romantic Movement, there 
was a slight change for the better in the 
work of the chief writerl-; of the day, 
L. E. L., Mrs. IIemans, Eliza Cook, and 
( 'aroline ;\! orton, but their work as a 
\\'hole, though plrasant, womanly, and 
rarely actually mawki~-;h, is frequently 
either feehle or insipid, nor is their best 
work often poetry in the true srnse or 
the word. The work of .Felicia liemans, 
hardly the best of them, though the best 
known to-clay, is neither as bad as her 
most famous effusions, nor as good 
ns some of the parodies these 
have inspired.. Prrhaps it is just as 
\vell for the world that her L'eputation 
should l1ave suffered a little unjustly, for 
there is plenty of better work than hers 
still waiting for an audience. Yet in her 
own day she won fame , and praise from 
sncl1 a critic as Lord J effrey. 
Why 'Vas female poetry until the timn 
of Elizabeth Browning so poor? It was 
certainly unfortunate that at the period 
when England first began to enjoy an~· 
social life, poetry should become rationaL 
lmemotional. Many women who were by 
tl1i<; time beginning to write a little, must 
hnve fonnd the atmosphere a little uncon­
!!'rninl to the production of the poetry 
most snitablc to their srx. But bad verse 
was snccrssfnl in 18-l-0 ancl latrr,n ncl morr­
ovcr, womrn were nlwnys nllowcd to be 
more rffusivc tlwn men. The reason fo1· 
the pe1sistence of noor ven;r lies, Tthink. 
in a faulty critical standnrd, and a bad 
t1·ndition, that m·ose early j;tJ the history 
of womnn 's poetical efforts. 
To brg-in with, rveryone will ndmit th11t 
~o fm· no womnn lw>:. clisplayrcl n creati n 
intrlligrnce rqnnl to that of nnmeronc:; 
mrn of all ag-es . fiince thr vrry grrate~d 
poetry in pnrticnlm· clrmancls nnus1wl 
orig-innlity ancl clm·ing. and other essrn­
tinlly mascnlinr qnnlities, tl1p p-rnrrn1 
trnclrncy has been to despise o1· ignore 
women'::; poetry, or else to regard it 
::;imply as a pretty toy, as no doubt it 
sometimes is. Yet both attitudes were 
unjust, and both still survive in a lesser 
degree. 'l'he poetess was affected differ­
ently by this attitude, according to her 
temperament. One type tried to rival 
her brother poet IJy writing epics or long 
philosophical worki:i, generally assuming 
a falsetto masculinity which ill-suited 
her; the other type penned dull morality 
nncl crude sentimrnt. seeming to make a 
desperately tearful appeal to the critics' or 
readers ' chivall'y, because she was a 
woman. Very often this type of work 
"·as praised, ::;o that the latter type of 
poetess becamr popnlar, and partly killeLl 
off the other. As no woman could rival 
man in any sphere but the home, .John 
Bull, if he cared one way or other, pre­
fen·ed her to remain the nnassertivc, 
uncritical woman or poetess which she so 
often wa>i. Certainly, the low ~·tandard 
which men, in despair of a great genius, 
set up for women's verse, had a bad 
effect on women of tale1~t . ancl to an even 
greater exi.ent enronra!!wl the inefficient 
to write. Also, the didatic tendency of 
the 18th century gave ex~use for much 
bad Yerse which we might not have had 
otherwise. Indeed, we must not blame 
Man or any conditions directly for all 
the bad work produced by the fair sex. 
Some cleYer women have ineonigibly 
middle-class minds, are born dealers in 
platitudes, and nothing will cnre them, 
though lack of encouragemrnt may 
prevent thrir publishing versr. More­
over, the .-;ex as a whole is conq>aratively 
lacking in n srnse of hummll', as <listin­
gnishecl from high spirits nnd a srr,se of 
fun. and n srnsr of Jmmonr is more 
clo,el~' nllird to goo<l tns1e thm1 many 
people think. 
A lack of humour in Mrs. Bl'owning, 
the first Ye toy great English noetr,;s, often 
made her nnconsciously foolish. ·whether 
,;lH' had no ear fo1· rhyme, or whrther she 
rlf'librrately chose such combinations as 
"'Olll<lll, gloaming, and nature, satit·e, doe•:; 
not matter much. The fact remains that 
such faulty J·l1yming often spoils th•] 
pffrct of a <mite bf'nutiful passage, and 
+l1nt the effect is nt times positiYely 
lncl ir1·ons, pnrticnlarl;· wl1 rn 1he J'hymc 
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scheme is of an ambitiously elaborate 
nature. 
I would build a cloudy House 
For my thoughts to live in; 
When for earth too fancy-loose, 
And too low for Heaven! 
is a promising commencement, in spite 
of the incorrect rhymes, and there is much 
that is beautiful in the rest of the poem. 
But as we read on, we realisr that 
general bad workmanship is not this 
woman's only fault. or even her worst; 
for it becomes evident, that after greater 
rrtinement of language 1md th onght. 
together with a consequent compression 
of the poem, it might have become a lyi~i·c 
masterpiece. The same thing is even more 
true of many other poems-badly cnt 
gems, irrevocably so, albeit still gems. 
For she was undoubtedly a true poet, n 
woman of wide outlook and sympathies. a 
writer of vision far removed from the 
agreeable versifier so common among the 
ranks of poetesses. The famouR ''Cry of 
the Children" shows two aspects of l}er 
genius, her ability to expresR womanly 
tenderness and pathos, and her gift of 
unforced vehemence of expression. Her 
best poems, as works of art, are the 
sonnets, particularly the wonderful 
Sonnets from the Portuguese, of which 
there will be occasion to speak later. 
A woman less gifted intellectually, and 
of less broad sympathies, Christina 
Rossetti, nevertheless will always be better 
loved by readers who come to poetry 
primarily for poetry itself, not for moral 
guidance, philosophy, or solntions of the 
problems of the age. Not that Christina 
Rossetti 's thought is insufficient, or unduly 
lacking in range. Moreover, through her 
skilful management of clifferent stylt>s in 
form and treatment, her complete works 
leaYe an impression of as gTeat variety 
as those of Mrs. Browning. 'l'he simplest 
specimens of her work, ch11racterised 
throughout by simplicity, are in ''Ring 
Song," a charmin~· book of rhymes for 
children, and full of qnaint hnmonr. 
fancy, 11nd an nncler·staJ](ling· of tlrP 
yonthfnl mincl all 1oo J·ar·t> in similal' 
workR. 
When fishes set umJ>rellas up 
If rain-drops run, 
Lizards will want their parasols 
To shade them from the sun. 
represents one of the moods of the work, 
and the following piece another mood : 
·where innocent bright-eyed daisies are 
With blades of grass between, 
Each daisy stands up like a star 
Out of a sky of green 
In contrast to this there are great 
sonnets, among the best in the language, 
narrative poems and ballads, of varied 
but sometimes high merit, and the lyrics. 
It is in the latter that she is at her best, 
brief lyrics such as had not been heard 
since the time of Herrick, some reading 
like merrily tuneful improvisations, 
others, still spontaneous and simple, like 
works of delicate art. 
THE BOURNE. 
Underneath the growing gr<_lss, 
Underneath the living flowers, 
Deeper than the sound of showers: 
There we shall not count the hours 
By the shadows as they pass. 
Youth and health will be but vain, 
Beauty reckoned of no worth: 
There a very little girth 
Can hold round what once the earth 
Seemed too narrow to contain. 
She has written scores as good as this, 
indeed many that are better, either fairy 
balloons set afloat with the lightest 
possible ballast of thought, or lyrics full 
of emotional truth, and poignancy of 
phrase. As a religious lyrist, as distin­
guished from the religious poet proper, 
she i:-; unequalled, almost unrivalled. -in 
English. Hers is not simply the conven­
tional pie~y that was part of the ol'd­
fashionecl poetess' stock-in-trade, but a 
passionate, engrossing faith expressed in 
work of intense, sometimes almost 
majestic, beauty. 
An interesting contemporary writer is 
Adelaide Proctor, most of whose work is 
of a moral or devotional nature. Hrr 
thought, if not actually strong or ex­
tremrly original, is frrquently distin­
guished, is such as we ask of a pof't, and 
is frnrntly and clrm·ly exprrssf'd. Bi1t 
thongh sincere, slrr seems unable to in­
fnsr into hrr· work any moral passion, or 
to clothe pM1ic enough thoughts in any 
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sort of poetic language, however plain.
Vvould a man with. similar gifts have been 
able, by reason of his r·ex, tJ change thi~:-~ 
talente .~, but at times humdrum, vers<· 
into poetry, such: of course as a man 
would write? 'l'hese stanzas from a hymn 
''Thankfulness,'' show her at her best:­
I thank Thee more that all our joy 
Is touched with pain; 
That shadows fall on brightest hours; 
That thorns remain; 
So lhat Earth's bliss may be our guide, 
And not our chain. 
For Thou Who knowest, Lord, how soon 
Our weak heart clings, 
Hast given us joys, tender and true, 
Yet all with wings, 
So that we see, gleaming on high, 
Diviner things! 
It is not too early to write with convic­
tion of Alice Meynell, that great woman 
who has for the most part received such 
scant praise. Her work is small in 
quantity and scarcely any is poor or· 
nrglible. Like Mrs. Browning, she was 
a warm-hearted thinker, but unlike her, 
was always governed by a strongly self­
critical rrstraint. Her fastidious art was 
most often not the fruit of her emotions, 
but of passionate meditation on the things 
rlear to her emotions-love itself, woman­
hood, the arts, her Roman Catholic faith, 
nature, and various aspects and incidents 
of modern lifr. Enn in her early, more 
lyrical poems, slw wrote less for the joy 
of singing, than because she had somf'­
thing of importance to disclose to the 
s~rmpathetic ear. For her often severely 
chaste muse never, to use her own phrase, 
proclaimed, but confessed. Her poems 
arr so unpretentious as to have deceived 
many as to their worth, while the in­
formal modern style of much of her 
writing has disconcerted a few, and 
blinded others to its subtle. drlicate 
poetry. Although in purely poeticar gifts 
she is inferior· to both Mrs. Browning and 
Miss Rossetti, as a poetess, she is not un­
worthy to be placed alongside them-a 
womanly woman "·ho thinks. 
For years therr has been no bad school 
of woman's vrrse. Any faults there art' 
brlong to the JlOetrss lrrr·self; tlH•re is no 
longrr· any distin~f·uishablr clan mark 
c·x<'rpt 1ha1 of srx. \Ve haw noticrrl tl1e 
worst faults of the former class of writer, 
but what are the limitations of the best 
female poetry? It is such a short time 
since woman has enjoyed .'' emanc,ipa­
tion" and a wider education, that it is 
difficult to state with certainty what 
those limitations are; though in the 
quantity of beautiful woman's poetry that 
has appeared in the last thirty years 
there are no signs of astonishing develop­
ments in unexpected directions. To any 
poetry reader it is obvious that with few 
exceptions, woman's verse lacks very 
intense passion, or the means to express 
it, and also, perhaps as a result, sublimity. 
Tt is no doubt true that woman, with no 
false modest~' whatsoever, shrinks from 
proclaiming her passions and enthusiasms 
in the same way that man does. But i~ 
is also true that man is not to woman 
what woman is to the poet so often-the 
ideal of love, Ol' beauty, in human form. 
ln woman's poetry, there is not the same 
objective 1wssion when she treats of love, 
er any other Rubject, except parental 
love, where she naturally feelr.; more in­
trnselv and in a d1fferent way than man. 
This fact is not a fault in her naturr. 
for woman's pasr.;ion, if lrss fierce than 
man's. may be more constant, nor is it 
a fanlt in her poetry, thoug·h many havt' 
thonght so, in an nnreaRoning kind of 
\VHY. 
E. B. Browning's suRtained efforts, if 
not wl10lly succer.;sful, cannot, however, 
be lig-htlv ignored: it is nevertheless 
obvious that woman's genius ir.; suited to 
lighter and shorter themeR, and it iR no 
diRnaragement to her !!"enius to say so. 
"Woman is not undeveloped man, hnt 
rliverse," and the poetess when sh~ 
writes, and her reader-critic<:. favonrablr 
and unfavourable. should reRlir.;e this. 
Woman's work should be r.onsiclrrrd not 
a competitor of man's noetrv. but its 
vrrv important complement. How Rbsunl 
it i" that one half of mankind. an<l thr 
obicct of so much great poetrv . "l10nlrl 
l1ave lrad what is, when all alJowancrs 
l,aYC been maclr, so pitifully littlr to snY 
in noctry! 
What is nrcrssm·y is a nPw r<tanclnnl 
"f criticiRm for woman's nortrv its vnlnr 
heing eRtimated not in eompariRon with 
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1\eacl MrH· Meynell 's "Letter from a Girl the bcHt poetry of man HO far, but with 
to her own old age,'' or ''Maternity'':woman';; verse at its best, since it is 
impossible to measure with the same One wept whose only child was dead, 
New-born, ten years ago.
standard two things which are, in spite 
"Weep not; he is in bliss," they said. 
of occasional overlapping, so really She answered, "Even so, 
different. Not that we want any "Ten years ago was born in pain 
ehivalrous over-estimation or condescend­ A child, not now forlorn. 
But oh, ten years ago, in vain,ing patronage of ''ladies' verse,'' such A mother, a mother was born." 
as have already existed, any more than we 
~aturally no man could have written\\·ish it to be ignored, for both attitudes 
on such a subject with such restraint andhave had bad effects. The laws of good 
delicate feeling. In many poetH thetaste exist unchangeable throughout all 
wasculine and feminine elements havelitt>ratnre; but this need not prevent 
been to some extrnt combined. Tt iswoman's poetry from being considered a ~noreparticular branch of literature (more so woman's work to deYelop the 
feminine Hide of pOPtry. to present eventsthan her prose) nor prevent our· realis­
and emotions from her own point of view, ing that woman's "limitations" are not 
and, by way of individual subject matter,such in any disparaging sense, but 
to develop the poetry of womnnhood andsimply very natural differences of view­
the home, of which we have had verypoint and potentiality, which must br 
little, apart from sentimental nom:ense.taken as they are. Indeed, after read­
No doubt the presence of the womaning the best of woman's verse, it might 
as to critic is already having a good effect onhe just easy talk of man's limita­
we-man's 11oetry, and there is a confident1 ions Read some of .Christiua Rossctti \ · 
movement in woman's verse towal"cls at1elightful fairyland and woodhmcl 
greater severance from man's verse insnatches, or in the world of human 
point of subject matter.emotions, poems such as ''Twice.'' 
"Hearts Chill Between," and "Light 1"-.s long as ·woman, guided by a just 
Ijove,'' and you will read something no cnt1cal standard, continues to write in 
man could have written, any more than her own manner, keeping- a check on anv 
he could write Mrs. Browning's ''My tendency to sentimentality or platitud~, 
letters i all dead paper," "How do I love ?nd allowing her humour free play, there 
thee," "When our two Souls," or "If 1s n~ doubt t~?t she ·will write poetry of 
ilwu must love me," love-sonnets as fine spec1al. vxqnunte beauty, rven of trnt' 
n<: Rhal·rcqware's in nlmost eve1·y l't'Spect. sp1endour. M.R.F. 
--.-0--­
YET-SHY. TS f'OT,n. 
Blue as th e sea is 
Are Daphne's eyes. 
Lovers say she is 
· From paradise. 
Golrl are her tresses 
(Wheat in the sun), 
Sunlight caresses 
llown of silk spun. 
Red as a che,rry­
So are her lips­
Laughing and merry. 
Gladsome she trips. 
M ocl<ing her glance is, 
Lovers are bold. 
Daphne entrances. 
Yet-She is Cold . 
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Cullure in 
Brisbane is m1doubtedly one of the 
most barbaric cities in the world irrun a 
cultural aspect. Letters have appeared 
in the daily Press ~·ecently' on the subject, 
and public men have occasionally protest­
ed against Brisbane's neglect of culture, 
but neither the Government nor the city 
fathers have taken the complaints very 
seriously. Of course, one cannot expect 
any Government to worry about things 
cmltural when it is on an election cam­
paign. But perhaps the Government caP 
be persuaded to keep the matter· in mind. 
One dares hardly hope for :mything from 
t lw City Council. 
Brisbane's Public I,ibrary would be a 
joke if it were not a tragedy. The most 
important purpose it serves is to provide 
a haven for "hoboes." The shelves are 
lined with ancient volumes, hopelessly 
()Ut of date and frequently trivial. Tn a 
<;mall town, Brisbane's library would be 
a shame-faced institution, but in the 
capital city .of a State-well, words arr 
of little avail. Fortunately, its very 
0bscurity preserves it from the ridicule 
which should be heaped upon it. Visitor!' 
from the south or the other side, rarely 
hear of its existence at all, and it iR an 
P.Xcellent thing for the libra1·y thnt tlwv 
do not. The Government's duty in this 
matter is plain. The Government should 
sre to it that Beisbane 'R Public Library is 
Adequately housed and worthy of the 
t!ity. Thousands of 110tmds must be spent 
on the inRtitution if it is to be broughi 
'lp-to-date, and it must be. The duty of 
the citizens of Beisbane if' to see that 
their library iR up-to-date. Let them 
r·'<nmine the libraries of the southern 
cities (even Adelaide) and let_them note 
for themselves the absurd deficiencies of 
the Brisbane library. 
The Queensland National Art Gallery 
is even worse. To apply so high-sound­
ing- a name to the narrow, ill-lighted room 
which houses a conglomeration of paint­
ings iR Gilbertian. The tiny room has 
space for about a dozen framPR. The un­
fortnnntc rurntor iR compelled to pnck hil'> 
Brisbane. 
pictures in a grotesque fashion to display 
them at all. 'l'hings h;we got to such a 
sorry pass that now he has to remove a 
subject from the wall to make room for 
any new painting he receives. The grant 
at the disposal of the gallery is so small 
that after the payment of expenses but 
a few pounds are left for the purchasr 
of pictures. Hence, the gallery rrlic~ 
solely on gifts. Yet Brisbane people can 
calmly face such an intolerable position 
when the Melbourne Art Gallery expend,.; 
many thousands on the buying of one 
subject. Here again, the duty of the 
Government is plain. An Art Gallery 
with a substantial annual grant iR no 
longer a luxury: It is a necessity. 
Public apathy is much to blame. In 
Brisbanf>1 are a few artistR who are strug­
p-ling along as best they can, in the 
absence of art schools, to master thr 
technique of their art. The progress they 
have made in the face of handicap, is 
remarkable. At · intervals during each 
year they hold rxhibitions of their work. 
And what is the result? Hardly any of 
the paintings arc sold. The citizens 
prefer to deface their homes with prepos­
ierous prints. AR to music, how many 
neople patroniRe the concerts given by 
the State Orchesb·a and the Musical 
Society? Merely a handful. Not the 
slightest encouragement is given to tlw 
men who are striving to raise the mul'>ical 
standard in this city. This anl'lthy i" tlH• 
morP regrettable, when it is known thnt 
music and art in otlwr parts of the "·orlcl 
are genuinely sougllt by the public. 
A few voices are heard in the wilder­
ness, but these voices are not heanl by 
the mass of the people, and those in 
nuthority, if they do hear, make no sig-n. 
More and mort=i the few are realising that 
Brisbane is betraying the future ponnla­
tion of the city by neglecting the cnltural 
side of civic life. What encouragement 
is held out to th{l :voungo people to annre­
ciate the best in art and to read the beRt 
nf literature when the National . Art 
Gnllrry is a lnmbel' room and the Public 
J,ibrary a mildewed refuge for trnmps? 
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The Rhodes' Scholar. 
The election of Rhodes Scholar ha::; 
given the coveted distinction for 1926 to 
Mr. ·waiter Harrison. He came to tlw 
University in 1923 
from All Souls' 
School, C h a r tel's 
Towers, and went in­
to residence at St. 
John's College. He 
has pursu er1 the HoYJ­
ours Course in His­
tory. 
Mr. Ha r r i son's 
fame as an athlete 
began at school, for 
in 1922 he won the 
All Schools' Cllam­
pionship of North 
Queensland. Hi s 
early promise found 
ample fulfilment at 
the U n i v er si ty, 
where he won the 
Wilkinson Cnp for 
athletics m 1923, 
1924, and 1925. _At 
the Inter- 'Varsity sports in 192:) he won 
the broad jump, and lowered the record 
both for the- Universities of Australia 
and the State of Queensland for the 440 
yards, which he won in 50 2/5th seconds. 
He was vice-captain of the Athletic 
Club in 1924 and 
captain in 1925. Mr. 
Harrison has also 
played cricket and 
football for the Uni­
Yersity, and has had 
an ample share of 
committe2 work. T11 
J925 lw was sub­
editor of "Gal­
mahra." 
Tn his College he 
has heen Secretar~' 
and President of tlw 
College Club, and 
has filled both posi­
tions with credit. 
M1·. ITarrison pro­
JlOSes to study law 
at Oxford, and ha<; 
entered at , Queen's 
College. 
The breadth of Ml'. 
Harrison 's outlook on 
life and its problems, 
reinforced by his 
faculty to assimilate what is best in litera­
ture, prompts the hope that he will be 
accepted at Oxford as a worthy represen­
tatiYe of our State. 
---o---·· 
)JAIDEN OF STARS. 
Softly thy touch the dark woodland caress­
in-g, ­
Sweet-ly · thou smilest my Maiden of Stars. 
Grant me one moment, I pray thee, thy 
blessing; 
Smile on me only, my Maiden of Stars. 
Gently the night breeze steals up through 
the valleys 
Bearing thy fragrance from woodland to 
me. 
Out from the black rock the limpid brooT' 
sallies; 
Bears on its waters the likeness of thee. 
. Steadily thou shinest in yonder far heavens, 
Quiet and calm in the midst of our ·strife. 
One glance at thy dear face the weary world 
leavens, 
One smile of thine lightenR th e path or 
my life. 
Sun may be brighter 
fairer, 
Brightest and fairest 
Sun can be cruel and 
Than all her fierce 
can be. 
and moon may be 
thou still art to me. 
her ·tenderness rarer, 
scorn of us mortals 
Moon can shine brightly, but, . too quickly· 
waning, 
Brightens and dies like a boy's youthful 
love. 
Thou in thy brightness seem'st steadily 
gaining, 
Serenely thou· shinest and steadfast 
above. 
Dimly through cloud-fleece and strongly in 
starlight, 
Shine for me only, My Maiden Qf Stars, 
Never can moon, sun, or rloud curtain bar· 
light, 
From thy heart to my heart, My Maiden 
of Stars. "LEMLARA." 
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Student Benefactions. 
Since the last issue of '' Galmahra, ' ' 
the Student Benefactions Scheme has 
become an established fact. h1st 
~oYember the Senate accepted the sug­
gestions made by the University Unio11, 
and the offer of a Book of Btndent 
Benefactoi·s to contain the names of all 
students who give to the University. A 
sub-committee was then formed b~r the 
Union, to which representatives were 
invited from all interested associationfi 
and bodies-Senate, Staff. University 
Council and Union, Graduates' Associa­
tions, and "ad eundem" graduates. TJ1e 
functions of the sub-committee are mainly 
advisory and informative. It will also 
record all suggestions, needs, objectives, 
and sources of supply for Studrnt 
Brnefactions. and ensure continuity of 
interest in the schrme. 
Already a circular and form of gift 
have been sent out to all gracluands. and 
as many graduates as could br reachefl. 
'l'his gives working details of the schrme. 
nnd a limited number of suggestions fot· 
immediate benefactions. 
What is the result to date? The 
Library Capital Fund now amounts to 
£25/ 18/ 1; the Arts Capital Fund to 
£1/ 1/ -; amounts for specific purchases to 
£4/ 2/ -: amounts without specified object, 
£12/ 11/ -: grant from the Union for the 
Book of · Student Brnefactors, £20. Of 
the above amounts, £3/ 3/ - rrpresrnts an 
annual gift, to br repeated by the donor!" 
nntil fnrthe1· notice. 
In addition , valuable books, complrting 
tlte collrction of Qnrensland poets given 
hy Professor Stable and Mr. Kirwood , 
have bren presented to the T,ibrary, and 
a nucleus made of a libt·arv of 
''academic ' ' litrratm·e- TTniversity' his­
tories, Royal Commission rrports, song 
hooks, "Galmalna" file , etc· , fot· the 
University Union. And beyond these 
!!ifts many students are known to be 
intending to giYe to one or other of the 
oh iects nroposecl. Meanwhile catalogues 
of pic1nres, statnar?, nppamtns, etc. 
han bee11 collec1ecl by 1he sub-committer.. 
'l'hus the machinery for the Student 
Benefactions Scheme in our University is . 
already complete, and the outlook for · 
immediate practical results therefi'om 
distinctly promising. This fact is the 
more significant in that almost five 
months out of the eight since the scheme 
was first mooted have been filled with 
examinations and vacation. 
'l'he Union, as the representative student 
body in the University, has voluntarily 
bound itself and the student, past, or 
present, and future, to make the scheme 
a success. 
'l'o this end the following means are 
suggested :­
( 1.) Inform other students of the 
scheme. Particularly is the co-operation 
of all graduates invited in this regard, a~ 
the sub-committee has not been able to 
find the addresses of a very large number. 
(2.) Give as soon as possible, and for 
a specific object. 
(3.) If unable to give at present, make 
a definite promise of at least a minjmum 
amount. One can always give again. 
( 4.) Send round the hat, or use the 
proceeds of entertainments, etc., for a 
combined gift of such and such a year 
or faculty 1926. At the Men's Club 
dinner last November a scrap of paper 
was handed to the chairman· It contain­
eel the words: ''Specs. May I suggest 
that we pass a plate round for the 
Benrfactions fund. We have 4/3 here 
alreacly.- R.hii.'' On one rnd of this 
historic document , by the way, was also 
printed the inspiring word ''Capstan. " 
The result was £3/ 8/ 1 added to the fund. 
This method of collection is one for the 
undergraduates to consider·. Fundament­
ally and chiefly the Benefactions Scheme 
concerns those who are about to 
graduate, or who have already done so. 
Gifts must be voluntary, and the full 
strength of loyalty takes time to grow. 
Bnt from the fresher stage onwards, no 
doubt many an nncle1·gradnate iR 
sufficiently impressed by thr instifn1 ion 
which makes him 01· her an \lCadrmic 
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citizen, and is willing to give a few 
shillings to it occasionally in a collective 
gift without prejudice to his individual ben~faction later. In the magnificent and 
successful effort made by Sydney 1Tniver­
sity in 1924, to obtain £18,000 for a 
memorial Carillon, the Arts ·Faculty in­
creased its total considerably by small 
weekly contributions from its students. 
In our case the suggested Faculty 
Capital Funds might readily be built up 
in this way. At present the Arts Fund 
c~sily leads all corners with the grand 
capital of £1/1/0 ! Cannot one hear the 
deadly muttered slogan of the ''artists'': 
'' Wateh us Grow ! '' and see the Science 
men tremble 1 
(5.) Lastly, there have been several 
inquiries from some whOJ are not students 
01 graduates of the University, but who 
would still like to give what they can 
to the fund. It is essential, of course, 
that the ''student'' character of the 
scheme should be definitely maintained, 
and that for every gift there should be 
an entry (not anonymous) in the Book 
cf Student Benefactors. There are, hov;­
ever three ways of meeting this desire of frie~ds and relatives to assist. One is, 
that they should give in the name of a 
student past or present ; a second, in the 
name of the President of the University 
Union, who by virtue of his official posi­
tion is free from the feeling of seeming 
to give what is not his. The third way 
is to give in the name and memory of 
the dead on the Roll of Honour-individu­
ally, or in memory of the full thirty­
three· Already two gifts of five guineas 
each have been received, one in the name 
;md memory of Kenneth Mackenzie 
BL·vdon Lieut. A.I.F., B.E., Queensland, 
killed i~ action, October, 1917; the other 
i.n the name of John Denis Fryer, Lieut. 
A..I.F., B.A., Queensland, died as a result 
of poison gas, February, 1923. The 
npinions expressed when these gifts were 
handed over showed clearly that the use 
of the names of the A.l.F. men was no 
mere fiction to make giving possible. bo1t 
that it covered a real sense of ever 
oresent debt to the dead. 
There the matter stands. It rests now 
with om· 700 gradnates 1md the present 
Student body, to see that the pages of the 
Book of Student Benefactors are steadily 
and consistently filled up with the names 
of those who are willing to give towards 
their Alma Mater, the University of 
Queensland. 
Information concerning the Student 
Benefactions Scheme will be giYen 
gladly by any of the sub-committee, as 
under :-Drs. F. W. Robinson, Noel Lane, 
,J. Y. Dnhig; Misses Bage, Denniss, J. 
Stephenson; Messrs. C. J . Nash, C. Ellis, 
H. I. Sparks, E .•J. Stanler, T. ,J. Bale, 
and \Vm. Kyle. 
Conditions and Objects of the Scheme. 
The general conditions governing 
UniYersity Benefactions are as follows:­
(a) All Benefactions are made to the 
University Senate. (b) Definite condi­
tions as to the use, disposal and adminis­
tration of a gift are made by the Bene­
factor (e.g., even in the most general 
form a Benefactor would state: ''I give 
X to the University of Queensland, to be 
used on the authority of the Senate for 
University purposes"; but for small gifts 
it is especially advisable that their indivi­
dual character should not be lost. (c) 
The acceptance or refusal of a Benefac­
tion with its attached eo 1ditions rests 
always with the Senate of the University. 
For Student Benefactions the, following 
conditions and organisation have been 
suggested and accepted :-(a) The func­
tion of the Student Benefactions sub­
committee is advisory, with the double 
ob.iect of recording all suggestions, needs, 
objectives, and sources of rmpply (e.g., 
for books, objects of art, teaching equip­
ment, etc·), and limiting the number of 
objectives aimed at at any one time. (b) 
Student gifts may come direct from one 
or more persons, who themselves, if they 
so desire, arrange all details of subscrip­
tion and purchase, preferably with the 
advice of the ap-propriate Universit~· 
authority, or of tlH• sub-committee. 
(c) Whenever a Capital Fnnd is 
e~tablished (on which only the m­
terest shall ever be used). this in­
terest shall not be spent, but shall he 
added to the capital sum until such timr 
as the latter reaches a minimum of £]00. 
(d) An aceonnt has hern opened hy the 
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Senate in the Univer:;ity books under the 
r nme ''Student Benefaction:; Account. '' 
All money giftH by students may be paid 
mto this account until such time as they 
decide on the particular purpoHe of their 
gifts, or until their donations reach the 
amount necessary for any particular 
purpose. (e) EYery object acquired by 
the University through Student Benefac­
tions Hhall be marked (in a brief standard 
formula) with the names or collectiYe 
description of the donors, and the datr 
of the gift. (f) 'l'he Book of Student 
Brndacton; Hltall contain the name and 
faculty of en·t·y benefactor, tog-ether witl1 
the nature and amount of thP gift 
received. 
Suggested Objects for Student 
Benefactions. 
University Library Capital Fund.-Thc 
interest on this fund (only after the 
capital amount reaches £100), should be 
allotted to each of the Faculties in tui·n 
fot· tl1e purchase, on the recommendation 
of tl1at Faculty, of books which could 
not otherwise be bought out of the 
Departmental Lib~·a· J quotas. 
F aculty Capital Funds (for Arts, 
Science, Engineering, etc.)-lnterest on 
the minimum capital amount, £100, 
should be expended at the discretion of 
the Faculty concerned. 
Union Furnishing and Equipment 
General Fund.::__(ln General F'unds, 
capital as well as interest may be ex­
pended), to provide furnishing and 
equipment for the present common rooms, 
and the future Union building. Fund to 
be administered by the Senate through 
the University Union. 
Sports Oval and Sports Equipment 
General Fun(i.---,For equipment and im­
provements of a more permanent nature. 
Fund to be administered by the Senate 
through the Sports Union. 
Gifts of a Specific Nature, including 
special teaching equipment (books, 
lanterns, sets of slides, machinery, etc.) 
pictures and statuary relating to par­
ticular studies or of University interest; 
architectural adornment (stained glass 
windows, etc·); and objects of art. 
WATERS OF WANDERLUST 
Over the hills of Malabar, over the rivers of 
Spain, 
The winds of God may bear the songs of a 
thousand miles of main, 
But never a Prince of India, or a haughty 
Spanish don 
'Vill hear the chant of the crested waves and 
the seas I look upon. 
From bays of bold Phoenicia to gaps in the 
Arctie floe, 
From Scottish firths to magic streets where 
the boatmen singing go. 
Stretch, glistening ever with light of dreams, 
the Waters of Wanderlust, 
And the strand is strewn with countless keels 
that redden the sand with rust. 
A h, well they tell of a myriad hopes, and a 
rover's deathless part; 
Speaking to me in splendid words and clutch 
at my earthly heart; 
And whenever the breeze comes through the 
night with whispers of soft rain, 
I launch me a bark on tke rising tide and 
set the sails again. 
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A Backward Glance at F rensham. 
'l'o students who are anxious to see the 
scholastic homes of Australia, as well as 
to benefit by the Conference programme 
and the intercourse with leaders of 
religious thought, A.S.C.lVI. gathering::; 
offer a special opportunity; namely, that 
o£ coming into clo::;e touch witb outstand­
ing schools in Yarions states. 
'l'his year a girlfi' school was the 
setting for the C.lf. Conference. ft wa,., 
l<'rensham, at 1\iittagong-, near the well­
kno"·n health resort of MossYale, about 
th!·ee hours' train journey south from 
t:l.vclne)' . Frensham is unique amongst 
the girls' schools of this country. and 
has pupils from all over Australia on that 
account. It wafi founded at the begin­
ning of the war by Miss West, an Englif>h­
woman of outstanding 11 bility, unusual 
ideals, and methods, who belieYecl that 
Australill would appreciate a school 
organised on lines simil11r to some 
famous ones in England. Beginning in a 
f;mall way and handicapped at first by 
heavy war taxation, Miss West has gradu­
ally widened her boundaries until the 
present school property covers one 
hundred and fifty acres: this by hnying 
private homes and gardens and naming 
them thus: Frensham. Little Frensham, 
Frensham Bourne, Field Place, and 
l\f11rchmont. Across the road from thP 
Pntrance is a large "wood" called the 
Holt. bounded by hawthorn hedges, 
wherein is a residence for those 
mistresses not on duty in the boarders' 
J10uses, and a swimming pool which is 
part of a creek running tl1rough the 
nronerty. Moreover, there is in the 
Jlolt an open air theatre in a beautiful 
>"f'tting, one of the greatest assets of 
'f<',·pnsham, where their justly celebrated 
Enrythmic displays and open-air plays 
are given. In that delightful natural 
11mnhitheatre manv of the Conference 
gathering-s were held, while concerts werr 
O'iven in the fine Assembly Hall. where 
1he Queenslanders gained hig-h praise and 
P"flYP much f'njoymf'nt b~· thf'iJ• singing of 
old English madrigals. 
Tt is Miss West's polic~' to reinvest in 
the school any profits which it may make. 
and by so doing she has been enabled to 
send one mistress every year to England 
and the Continent, with the object that 
she shall come back and give tD the 
school of her wider knowledge. The 
school is for boarders only. It is a self­
contained community. gonrning itself by 
example and precept rather than punish­
ment; is untrammelled by any long lis1 
of school rules; and gives an all-ronnd 
general education rather than special 
;:cholarship· Tt seeks to incnlcat" 
the ideals of community life and 
spi1·it, which should bea1· fruit 
m the after-life of girls who pas-; 
thro.ugh the school. Class-11·ork begins a1 
eight o'cloek and finishes at mid-clay. 
The llfternoon periods are definitely 
llllotted for study and sport, which is 
compulsory. No work is ever allowed a1 
night, but the eveningfi are f'ither left 
free for recration Ol' arc educlltional in 
diversified ways. Musical evenings a rr 
numerous; usually one of the music 
mistresses arranges the evening, taking 
the work of some one great composer anrl 
giving a lectnrette with illustrations of 
his works h~r herself or her pupils. 
Occafiionally visiting artists from Sydne~· 
give a concert. Once ll week the Senior 
forms meet in comfort in Miss West's 
very beautiful drawing-room for fl 
literary evening, when the Yerse and 
prose of all ages and countries are read 
and discussed. At other times lectures 
on varioufi subjects are given b~· 
mistresses specially versed in them. 
'l'here arc concerts of exceptional qnalit~­
on any special occasion; ancl l)articJJlaJ'l,· 
noticeable in these is the finp spirit of' 
inter-play ancl comradeship between tlH' 
mistresses llncl the girlfi, for botJ1 takr 
l)art in all activities with equal zest. 
l10ckey and cricket matches between 
them being common. 
There is no prize-giving clav, for no 
prizes are ever given at Frensham . TlH• 
gTeat day of the year is thf' 1st of .Tnnr, 
which is the school's bi1·thdav. and thf'n 
tl1r Old Oi1·ls come back. · TTsnllllv at 
thi" time an open-air 11la~r. nrobahl~; onn 
of 8hakespearf' 's . is acted in the branti­
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ful IIolt theatre. Another one is given 
at the end of the year, when visitors of 
a llifferent kind come to Frensham. 
These arc the parents _of the girls who 
('Ycr.v year are invited to a Parent;;' 
::Vfreting-, where there is free discussion 
between the parents and Miss \Vest anfl 
ltrt· staff concerning all problems of the 
><rhool. One night in this last week of 
my year the Seniors enjoyed the happi­
ness in camping out in the Holt, while 
another night we went carol-singing 
round the village of Mittagong. 
This is the way of Frensham.-It is not 
given to mere systematic training in 
brainwork, but brings out and fosters 
those qualities which make for a broader 
~ife, better citizenship, and greater depth 
of character. 
E.N.H. 
---0--­
Wider Education Society. 
Uue neYeL· has to go far to hear 
eriticism of the University. tlome people 
maintain that the University is grossly 
academic, others that ii is too specialis­
ed, while the practical man complain,; 
that the average graduate cannot, as '' 
rule, bring immediate gain to his 
employer. }'l:ost of these opilJiom; arise 
through misunderstanding'. 
"In a new country like Anstralia, the 
people must make new traditions. The 
country's educational system must pro­
duce men and women who are capable 
of taking thei1· places in devrlopmental 
work. Thr University is the highest 
rducational centre in the land. and not 
only should it shape the rducation of 
gradnates who have passerl a more or 
lPs.-; academic examination, but it should 
also rndeavour to produce stndrnt;; who 
havr original ideas. and the couragr to 
be original. 
The University man must, of course. 
realise that whrn hr leaYes his Alma Mater 
lt c becomes a citizen of a hard world. 
and he must justify his Univrrsity rduca­
tion. Tn addition, howeYer. to showing 
immediate results. he shonlcl not fail to 
impress the wor1d with tl1e necessity for 
patient researcb. cwn tlJon!dl it i<> at.teml­
rd by frequent failure. - Further. tlte 
University g-radmtte must be widely 
cultured. His education sh01.1lcl have 
his outlook upon life and its problem::;. 
Unfortunately the ·student i::; obliged to 
concentrate most of his attention upon 
his own particular cour::;e, to the exclu­
::;ion of other studies. Consequently, the 
st ndent of science and engineering find::; 
himself with but a scant knowledge of 
philosophy, literature, history, the 
classics, and the arts; and, on the other 
hand, the artsman has little chance of 
gaining a sufficient acquaintance with the 
problems of science. 
With a view to remedying this, the 
annual meeting of the Union appointed 
a committee to inaugurate a \Vider 
Education Society within the University_. 
The committee drew up a constitution, 
obtained th.e co-operation of the Board 
of F'aculties, and arranged the first of <1 
scr:ies of lectures from the staff, hoping 
also to find lecturrrs outside the Univer­
sity. 
The first genera1 meeting of tlw 
Society was held early in the term, and tlw 
following officrrs for the year were elect­
ed :-President, Mr. E. C. Tommerup ; 
Vice-presidents, Prof. Richards, Alcock, 
Michie, Parnell, Gocldard. Priestley, Dr. 
Robinson, and Mr. A. K. Denmead; hon. 
secretary. Mr. E. J. F. Wood; committee, 
Miss J. Butcher, Messrs. C. Seymour, A. 
G. Berg, . T. J. Paull, B.Sc.. and A. 
Bradford. · The inaugural lecture was 
not only given him an insight into 1'\omr drlivered by Dr. Cumbrae Stewart, 
snt>cial branch of knowlt>clg-e . bnt it Ganick Proft>si'\or of l;aw, on " Tl1e Aims 
should also broaden his vision and wiclt>n of a Fn ive1·sity Education." 
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A Student of English I. - His Lament. 
One of the aims of the newly-formed 
Wider Educational Socwty in the Univer­
sity is, "to discuss and support necessary 
educational reform in schools and the 
University." I look no further for 
authority, and rally to the attack. When 
I was studying Senior English fot· l lniver­
sity examination purposes, I used. ''A 
Primer of English Literature. " by 
'J'ncker. This book set out, inter alia, 
to describe (briefly) any work of con 
l'iderable impo1·tance from the beginning--; 
of English literature to the present day. 
For the Senior examination, a careful 
study of this monumental compilation 
was rewarded each year by a number of 
questions; and, as in those days we 
stndied to pass exar11inations, we put up 
with the imposition cheerfully. A typic::~ l 
question set at the examination wa,;: 
"Write notes on 'MirrorforMagistrates.' 
etc.. etc." Friend Tucker said of this 
work: "It possesses high merits of buth 
form and substance, and may be regal·ded 
as a midway link between thr subjcct­
mattet· of Chancer and the melodious 
fl iQ'n ity and eloquence of Spenser." 
That was all! Tl1at evidrntly was the 
answer to the question srt; and this 
criticism we hypocritically served up to 
the examiners-simulating a critical 
knowledge of a book we had never seen! 
However, we cheerfully endured it all. 
dreaming golden dreams of University 
English. free from all useless routine 
memory work, a true delight, a joy 
una lloyed, an inspiration for ever­
more! But we put our trust in 
things of this world, despite the 
Biblical injunction. W c came to 
this noble pile, this far flung 
l'eplica "of that sweet city with her 
dreaming spires," to sit at the feet of 
tlJC masterR and lwar their wisdom. We 
read the Calendar. In it we were recom­
mended to a book entitled. "The Hand­
hook of English T;iterature: Age of 
Shakespea1·e.'' 8till poor ''innocents 
a broai! , " wr ha cl no suS11icion-until we 
found merr-ly a thrre-fold repetition of 
'I'ncker applied to one age. 
Professor Cumbrae-Stewart has calleel 
medicine the ''Science of cutting up 
~ats. '' In this ''Age of Shakespeare,' ' 
the "Science of cuting up cats" was 
applied to dissect, analyse, and serve up 
as g-ood the bodies of authors whose 
former obscurity was of benefit to their 
own good fame and our peace of mind. 
And then the P.xaminations in English 
l. I take as typical, question 3 from the 
lf!24 English I. paper. Tt. ran: "Describe 
briefly the charactm· of 'An Hymne in 
honour of Beauty,' 'Purple Island,' etc., 
etc." As to the fi1·st., I had to sympathise 
with the theme-though l could not re­
member the author; and my only recol­
lection of the sPcond was that there was 
once a racehorse (and a poor one) named 
'' Pnrple Diamond.'' One conld appre­
ciate the question were the poems men­
tioned "thr:: life blood of a mastr1· 
spirit," but they were not; and l began 
to doubt the use of "cramming up" the 
information parrot-wise fo1· URe at an 
examination. 'l'ht nim of tht English 
I. course is to study the Age of Shakes­
peare. That is excellent, but let us read 
and appreciate 1 he bntter writers instead 
of wearying our souls with the literary 
ghosts of whom charity would suggest 
the re-interment. 
Then, what was onr experience at 
lecture time ?, V\Te found, alas, that man~· 
of the lectures were merely a repetition 
of the 600 pages of thn "Age of Shakes­
peare"-except that the Jectun•J· had 
displayed considerable misdirected in­
genuity in revealing facts too paltry en11 
for that compilation. 
My last teacher for the Senior Exan•­
ination-a man speaking with tlH• 
authority that only forty years ;~s an 
English teacher can give-expressed the 
opinion that of all ·the years we ihafl 
spent, or would spend, in studying Eng­
lish, those devoted to Senior English 
would be tl1e most profitable. Tn addition, 
I must say this: Any benefits l gained as 
a student · of English T. (I conld never 
pluck u11 tl1r courage to h-y EngliRh IT. ) 
were attained llractJCall~· withont aRSiRt­
ance from the lecturcr1'1, and at the risk 
of failing in the annual examination in 
that subject. 
' ' JOHN BARLEYCORN.'' 
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Wilde on the French Stage. 
If among English playwrights of the fashion for the year, and looked as if he 
present century, Bernard Shaw has met hand just stepped out of a band-box; the 
·with the most popularity among Pari­ older characters resembled French men­
sians, Oscar Wilde is easily the favourite about-town; the underworld scene fol­
of ''the inen of the nineties''; and he lmnd the approved cabaret formula; the 
won a name even more quickly. His drama of the original (harrowing enough 
plays are performed from time to time, as it stands) becomes sheer melodrama, 
and among them "Salome," with which althou~rh in justice it must be added that 
'Vilde hoped to establish a reputation the melodrama provided several horribly 
that would lead hi1'1 to the French effective moments. An Englishman could 
Academy. Though he is so French in hardly avoid an uncomfortablr impres­
many ways, he sometimes suffers from sion that here. unintentionall~-, the 
tJ1c mutilation "·hich seems to fall to the French actors wf•re strivin~r to give a 
lbt of English dramatists in France. "The caricature of the English aesthetes; as a 
PiJtme of Dorian Gray,1 ' which the pre­ matter of fact, it was obvious that they 
sent wi·iter saw performed at the were painfully in earnest. But one can 
Jlleasant little theatre of the Champs forgive this travesty, for, in their appre­
Elysees early in 1922, provides us with ciation of Wildc, the French have erred 
<t ready example: poor Dorian was only in execessive praise. 
tailored in the height of the Parisian ERIC PARTRTDGK 
--**--· 
In Memoriam: John Hendle. 
Died Ht Shanghai, China, on Janua.ry 25, 1926. 
(John He1Hlle touched only the ft•ingc of out· Univ01·sit~· life , but. t.here are numy who 
will t'(•ntentbct• hint as ~• cat•eless, lovable fellow. On the football field he was a striking 
fiA'u• c, big and bol<l, fe<~it'lf'ssly htking hanl knocks <Ul(\ as fearlessly giving tltem; off the 
Jlht)·ing gt·omul he was a high-spil'ited compnnion, with an unllisguised contempt for the 
upstm·L \\' ith the death of his young· wife di.ed the incentiYe which some day would 
haYe JJUHlc him a good citizen of tho State, a~Hl wlwn, aftet· J'OHllling through China and 
Japan, SJnallpox atbtt·kcd him at Shanghai, hil' lost jo~· in the wondet· 'and beauty of the 
world left him powcrkss to beat off his cnemy.-C.B.) 
In corner of far land that knew his tread 
Only as strong alilm from a southern shore, 
Lies he am.ong the nwunds of Buddha's dead 
And reeks the trials of the years no more. 
Into the books of little life in time, 
Yet much in content, he had writ with 
careless hand, 
Mocking the dangers of a stranger clime 
And heedless of the toll it might demand. 
He bad known love, had known the wild 
delight 
Of conquest in the country of the heart, 
And when his mate lay dead there was no 
might 
To shape his lonely course upon the chart. 
Then found his feet the highways of the 
earth; 
The surge of blood ancestral held him true 
To tl.e wide wakefulness and portent of his 
birth 
That given courage man had naught to rue. 
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Book Reviews. 
'·'MARCINELLE AND OTHER VERSES. 
'!'hose people who lament the unhappy 
position of Brisbane as a centre of Art, 
and who claim seriously to ·study the 
development, infinitesimal though it Jnay 
be, of literature iu 
this State, \Yill wel­
come the appearance 
in book forw of th~ 
first poems of 
l\ir. Colin Bingham, 
undct· the title of 
'' l\'larcinelle ,a n cl 
Other Verses. '' :More 
especially will Uni­
versity students wel­
come the book. Not 
a few of Mr. Bing­
ham's Yet·ses have 
graced the pages oE 
'' Galmahra. · ' and, of 
these, :some, stuYiv­
ing the criticism of 
their author, arc 
published in the vol­
ume which it is now 
our pleasing task to 
review. 
Foolish in deed 
would it be to pass 
final jnJgment on 
any poet after reading his first offer­
ings. At best , first poemK are experi­
ments, and the critic whp finds in 
them merely a scattering of golden 
grains should be satisfied. And there arc 
many golden grains in Mr. Bingham 's 
book. In seeking the medium which 
likes him best, Mr. Bingham has touchel1 
upon many poetic forms, and as one 
reads through the book one can trace th e 
growth of his powers. His later yerse:,, 
those in the second portion of the book, 
show a decided improvement on his ea,._ 
lier efforts. His sense of metrical YalneK 
broadens in these latter verses, his 
images become more concrete. and his 
appreciation of word values is keener . 
"Mnrcinrlle." thr porm in blnnk Yerse 
from which the hook tnkrs its 11anw. is 
R conflict he!ween tlw Pagan ancl C'hris.. 
tian points of view. Mr. Bingham avoids 
the monotony of blank verse which often 
traps the unwary, and the .,ubject mattcL' 
of the poem, although thin, is sustainell 
by many lines of poetic analogy and 
imagery. In "The ·widow Geraldinc" he 
evinces g r e a t c r 
strength in the paint­
ing of his word pic­
tures. 'l'he th-eme, 
a simple lo\'e story, 
is beautiful. Occa­
sionally, there i~-; an 
unmusical plu:ase, 
but the poem is a 
long step beyond 
'' Marcinelle, '' be­
cause, amongst other 
things, of this: 
"The Spring flung 
wide her cloak and 
laughing show<':d 
A virgin body with a 
wanton's heart." 
'l'he University 
Prize Poems are the 
worst in the book. 
Tt is obvious that 
that their inferiority 
is not due to weak­
ness of poetic power 
on Mr. Bingham 's 
I)art, but to the fact 
(1o put it crudely ) that they were written 
to order. The deplorable practice is 
followed of setting the subjects for the 
Ford Memo1;ial Prize. To expect poets 
(whoe\·er they may be ) to write to orde~ 
is, to sa~- the least, astounding. 
Separating the earlier Yerses from thr 
later and more spontaneous poems, is a 
g:roup which rings with an intense real­
ism. 'l'lte poet becomes a young man who 
hopes magnificently and resents bitterly. 
'l'his phase finds its purest expression in 
one of the later poems, however, wherein 
the writer says :­
"The first soft light before the mellow 
moon 
Comes peeping up, a yellow orb and shy; 
The magic silence on the long lagoon­
a Death , I do not want to die." 
In his best poems, :Mr. Bingham makes 
it clear that his medium is not exclusively 
lyrical, for ''Bedside'' 1s descriptive 
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poetry of a high order indeed. 'l'o take 
an image and to paint it in word,.;, ~o 
artistically that not one word is supL'r­
fluous, and so vividly that it liYes before 
the reader's eye, is one of the highest 
functions of poetry. It would be impos­
sible to quote this poem, except in full : 
"Across her face a truant moonbeam steals 
As by the bed, heart lost in prayer, she 
kneels; 
The curtains, silver white, stir softly in 
the breeze 
And pass to vagueness in the shadow by 
her knees; 
Light curls half shroud the jewels pendant 
from her ears, 
And yet they glitter through like two 
great golden tears. 
Two feet half slippered hide their naked­
ness 
Beneath the fringes of her gown-a 
vagrant tress 
Escaping from the bondage of a bow 
Lies dark upon a neck of moon-kissed 
RnOW, 
And, one by one, the beads pass from her 
finger tips 
To the low music of the prayer upon her 
lips." 
The rhythmical moYement satisfies in 
eYery wa:v, and the music of the length­
ened last lines is inseparable from the 
pictnre. Also, the linPs flow on sweetly 
io the climax, and the poem is Yibrant 
witl1 the deep emotion, without whiel1 no 
literary rxpression can, p1:operly speak­
ing, be called poetry. 
Thr lyrical quality of his verse l\fr. 
Bingham rxemplifies in the prettiest of 
l'ong-s, which he calls "Nercids." Rpon­
taneity i::; required of the lyric more than 
of any other poetic form, and brevity of 
stmcture is necessary to give free play 
to the emotion which agitates the poet. 
~aturally, metre and rhythm must be in 
harmony with the spirit of the poems. 
:\1r. Bingham observes these essentials, 
and "Nereids" is one of his delightful 
moods: 
"In their pace is all the grace 
C1' the living curve 
In open race, luring chase, 
Fancied rush and swerve; 
I nrl their tresses are their dresses, 
Twined about with seaweed lace." 
In other of his verses this pleasin~ 
lyrical qnality is found. 
One may readily conclude after a per­
usal of "Marcillf~lle and Other Verses" 
that 1\ft·. Bing-ham has made a serious 
study of the technique. of thr poetic art. 
The dilettante may think it easy to "lisp 
in numbers"; bnt he is mistaken. Yet. 
important though the technique may bf'. 
imnwasurably 11101'e SO is the mastery o[ 
word magic. and we can pay no higher 
compliment to Mr. Bingham than to sa.'' 
that he is morr than lightly acquainted 
with this wizardry. Only the poet uncler­
stamh the spell of languag-e. "The poets· 
world-weariness,'' wrote Anatole France, 
"has its golden alleviations. . . 'J'hese 
singers know a spell to charm away their 
despair; there is no art magic so com­
pelling as the magic of words." 
*"Marcinelle and Other Ve-rses." by Colin 
"Ringham. B:-isbane. Publishers, The Carter­
Watson Co., Ltd. 
ERIC PARTRIDGE 'S LATEST.':' 
One of the most significant phenomena 
in modern literary criticism is the rni­
Yal of interest in the eighteenth century. 
The Romantics stigmatised almost the 
whole lite1·ary productions of that 
period, and the Victorians, for the most 
part, concurred in the judgments "'hich 
they had pronounced. But during the 
last twenty years the ceitics, headed by 
f:lir Edmuncl Gosse, haYe protested 
against this summary condf'mnation of 
ihr eighteenth centnry. 'l'his has in­
spirrd the literar.'· public with the desin' 
to re-read the literature of the period, 
and has led to the re-ibsuing of the works 
of many minor writers who had almost 
passed into obliYion. Two such writers 
haYe recently returned to the land of the 
liYing, ushered in by Eric Partridge, 
who has 1publi::;hed an editlion of the 
Poems of Cuthbert Shaw (1738-1771), 
and Thos. Russell (1762-1788). 'l'he book 
have been very favourably received by 
several of t11e leading English ,,ritics, in­
cluding Sir Edmund Gosse and :!\11· .T. C. 
Rqnire. 
One llH1.'' confess ignorance o: Shaw's 
work without a blush. 'l'he Cambridge 
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History had not accorded so much as a 
reference. Russell's name has survived 
solely by virtue of his fine '' Lcmnos'' 
:>onnet, which found a place in several 
anthologies of the last century. Thus 
the biographical notices which Mr. 
Partridge has proYided are by no means 
;,;uperfiuous. Mr. Partridge has gathere(l 
information from many remote sources, 
and embodied it in an illuminating and 
thoroughly readable prefa~e. 
It is not for nothing that he ha:> :;pent 
so many hour~> in the society of the 
Augm;tam;. 
The major part of 8haw's poetry is 
typical Augm;tan verse, with little to 
differentiate it from the average work 
of the period. But two poems call for 
special mention. "The Monody on the 
Death of a Young Lady" is inspired 
with genuine passion, and betrays a real 
lyric fervour, while "·The Race" is a de­
lightful venture in satire, wherein the 
author describes a race for Fame, run by 
the best-known writers of his day. 
The day was fixed whereon each bara 
should meet. 
Already had she mark's the destined ground, 
Where from the goal her eager sons should 
bound, · 
There, by the hope of future glory fed, 
Prove by their heels the prowess of the 
head; 
And he, who fleetest ran, and first to fame 
The chaplet and the victory should claim. 
8haw then describes the competitors, 
and indulges in some piquant satire at 
the expense of his contemporaries. \Ve 
quote the description of Dr. Johnson: 
Here Johnson comes-unblest with out­
ward grace, 
H'is rigid morals stamped upon his face, 
While strong conceptions struggle in his 
brain, 
(For even wit is brought to bed with pain). 
Virtue steps forth, and claims him for her 
son. 
With gentle c::-eech she warns him now to 
yield, 
Nor strain his glories in the doubtful field. 
. . 
He bows; ol ' :·s-for Time shall first expire, 
Ere Johnson stay, when virtue bids retire. 
'l'he account of this Grub-Street Derby 
is probably the mo~>t interesting thing 
which Mr. Partridge has brought to 
light. 
Russell's work belongs to a different 
category. Shaw is a typical Augustan. 
Russell belongs to the 'l'ransition, and is 
one of the small group of minor poets 
who, inspired with enthusiasm for 
~1ilton 's verse, played a considerable 
part in OYerthrowing the tyranny of 
Pope. Russell is undoubtedly a greater 
poet than Shaw. He writes with feeling, 
and shows an appreciation of the musical 
qualities of language for which one looks 
in vain in the earlier writer. His 
favourite form is the sonnet, which he 
handles in a masterly fashion. No better 
illustration of his talent could be given 
than the sonnet 
Supposed t.o be \Vritten ~1t Lemnos. 
On this lone Isle, whose rugged rocks 
affright 
The cautious pilot, ten revolving years, 
Great Paean's son, unwonted erst to tears, 
Wept o'er his wound: alike each rolling 
light 
Of heaven he watch'd , and blam'd its lin­
gering flight; 
By day the sea-mew screaming round his 
cave 
Drove slumber from his eyes, the chiding 
wave 
And savage howlings chas'd his dreams by 
night. 
Hope still was his; in each low breeze, that 
sigh'd 
Thro' his rude grot, he heard a coming oar, 
In each white cloud a coming sail he spied; 
Nor seldom listen'd to the fancied roar 
Of Oeta's torrents, or the hoarser tide, 
That parts fam'd Trachis from th' Euboic 
sh,..re·. 
Mr. Partridge is to be congratulated 
on a delightful Yolume, which we recom­
mend with confidence to the public. 
H. c. 
*The Poems of Cuthbert Shaw and Thomas 
Russell; ed. by Eric Partridg€', M.A., 
B.Litt. (Oxon), Londo· , 1925. 
·---**-­
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University Societies. 
THE UNION. 
The year 1926 opened for the Union 
with the Freshers' Welcome, held on 
Friday, March 19. The function was well 
attended by freshers and fresheresses, the 
evening proving most enjoyable to the 
great majority. When compared with 
similar entertainments organised in the 
Southern Universities, ours is somewhat 
overshadowed as regards the number, 
hut scarcely as regards the spirit. 
The Union has received into its fold 
another member, called the Wider Educa­
tion Society. The desirability of such a 
hody is beyond question, and in the 
interests of the University itself the 
movement deserves to progress. In the 
past students have "escaped" from om· 
midst, and haw by no means impressed 
outsiders by their opinions and attitudes 
on questions of more than passing 
interest. 
It is worthy of note that an attempt 
is being made to organise in some way 
the number of University functions. The 
Union has taken the initial steps by invit­
ing delegates from each body concerned 
to attend a conference at which ways and 
means will be discussed. Many questions 
present themselves for solution, which 
will not be readily forthcomi~g, but it 
must be admitted that the present 
s:vstC'm is not the most satisfactory, par­
ticularly since in the past the University 
hall has sttffered through many smaller 
fnnctions held just prior to tpat impor­
tant occasion. 
It is to be regretted that the graduates 
arc not exhibiting a more activr interrst 
in Union affairs. After all, one test of 
1l1e value of a University education is 
the esteem a graduate has for his "Alma 
Mater." If we were to judge solely on 
1his feature there would be enough said. 
Perhaps there is a latent aP,preciation, 
hut it would be pleasin~ to see it rxhibit­
ed in those cl1annels which are specially 
provided. There still remains two 
vacancirs wl1icl1 migllt l1ave been filled 
several months a~o. 
At thr ann11al genrral mrrting 
1l1c rlection of officers rrs11ltcd 
thus :-President, Mr. Nash; Vice-presi­
dent, Mr. Fisher; hon. Secretary, Mr. 
Ellis; hon· Assistant Secretary, Mr. 
Fenwick; Treasurer, Mr. Cramb; Council 
Membrrs :-Representatives, Arts: Miss 
Stephenson, Mr. Thomas, and Mr. Sparks; 
Science: Miss Hill, Mr. Denmead, and 
Mr. Tommerup; Engineering, Mr. Lavery, 
Mr. Paterson and Mr. Boreham; Staff: 
Mr. Castlehow and Mr. Bryan; Secretary 
Dramatic Society, 1\Ir. ·white; Secretary 
Musical Society, Mr. Pollock. Mr. Bore­
ham has since resigned, and the delegate 
for engin eering is now 1\'Ir. C. Kerr.
--**__ _ 
CHRISTIAN UNION. 
The first meeting held under the 
auspices of the Christian Union this year 
was a very successful one. Dt·. John R. 
Mott, chairman of the ·world's Student 
Christian Federation, on the first Friday 
of term, delivered an addrrss on ''The 
Demand of the ModC'rn Age on the 
Universities." On the Saturday after­
noon following, a conference of about 80 
people met at One Tree Hill, and Dr. 
Mott spoke generally on C.U._ work and 
the essentials for its success. 
The work of study circles is to be 
continued this year. Several circles are 
being- formed among the women. There 
will be at least one circle composed of 
extra-collegiate men, and circles in 
several of the collegrs. Books found to 
be of interest to the members of the 
various groups will be studied. These 
circles present to many an opportunity of 
studying fairly thoroughly some questions 
of interest which they have not the time 
to study alone. The times of meeting are 
fixed to suit the convenience of members. 
All interested are invited to join. 
Further information may be obtained on 
inquiry. 
--- - - ..~~~!---
DEBATING SOCIETY. 
The ball was set rolling for the year 
in the Men's Common Room on Friday, 
?.farch 25, when Mr. Se:vmour, supp01·t0 ­
bv Miss M. Bulcock and Mr. 0 'Hara, in­
sistrd, in face of opposition from Mr. Fry, 
Miss Roude and Mr. Berglin, that woman 
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has more than come into her own. The 
dispute was spirited. A number of the 
audience joined in the fray when oppor­
tunity offered. Honours of battle were 
awarded to Mr. Fry's team. 
Later on in the term, an Imperial 
Debating team, with representatives of 
leading English Universities, will visit 
llri,·bane. 'l'wo debates, probably one 
against a graduates' team and one against 
an undergradt:ates' team will be held. 
The coming of law students to the 
University is making it easier to procure 
~:peakers for the debates, and the year 
promises to be a successful one for the 
Debating Society. 
--**-­
MUSICAL SOCriE'TY. 
Palms, with bowls of roses and carna­
tions, transformed the Men's Common 
Room into a bower of Orpheus when the 
Musical Society entertained its friends 
towards the end of the term. Several 
madrigals were given by the Society, and 
some of the members contributed vocal 
and pianoforte numbers. The apprecia­
tion shown by the guests indicate(l that 
the evening was a success. 
The fame of the Musical Society has 
been broadcast through all the univer­
sities of the Commonwealth. During the 
long- vacation, at an Inter-University 
Conference in New Sonth 'Vales, about a 
r1M:en of the Society's members charmed 
a large audience with a recital. 'Ve 
rarnestly hope that the listeners will be 
inspin~d to follow our example in study­
ing this wonderfully attractiw Eliza­
bethan music. 
Practices starterl with the first W C(lnes­
day of the term, and have been enthusias­
t.ically attended. We- welcome several 
fresh~r members, and still entertain hones 
that our wants will be still . further 
stre-ngthened. We appeal to the largf' 
hod:v of undergraduates to give us tbeir 
wholehearted support in our concerts. the 
first of which we hope 'to haw enrly m 
second term. 
WOMEN 'S CLUB. 
During Third Ter~n the only activities 
were the Garden Party, at which the staff 
and members of the Men's Club were 
entertained, and the farewell to the third 
"years." The latter passed quite 
merrily, and, in keeping with its nature, 
all the ''children'' were tucked away in 
their beds long before nine o'clock. 
The interior of the Common Room 
already shows wonderful improvements, 
for which the credit is largely due to the 
''beautifiers,'' who have secured most 
artistic results. Most of the work was 
completed before the freshers' welcome. 
and we hope that the impression created 
will last. Mrs. Bryan received the freshers 
and introduced them to the various social 
bodies. Miss Bage spoke about "'Varsity 
J,ife," Miss Bartholomew about the 
SDorts Union, and Miss Anriac about th ·~ 
Christian Union. 
--**-­
MEN 'S CLUB. 
At the annual general meeting on 
October 8, the following officers were 
cl octed to the Men's Club :-President, 
l\fr. G. W. Rarlow; Vice-president, 1\k 
J. H . Lavery; secretary and treasurer, 
Mr. S. Melior; committee, Messrs. 0. 
Fenwick, C. Ellis, and M. Wnite. 
'The annual dinner, in the Ritz Cafe, 
was a - vrry successful function, due 
entirely to the grnerous supp'Ol't of the 
undergraduates, and though a select few 
were ,\riser. but sadder, men at the con­
clusion, still, the evening was onr of the 
brightest. Of a similar nature ,,·as the 
men freshrr's welcome during the fin;! 
wPrk of term. The spreclws werr nnm­
f'rons and varied, and the frrshrn; wf'n• 
fa,·onrably impressr<l b? the P'Tiiwrsity 
am1 its Yarions clubs. 
Perhaps it would not he Ollt of plllcc 
to end with this appeal to the unclrr­
gratluates, particnllll'ly frrshers: "Be 
rnthnsiastic about vom· clu h a n1l its 
PctiYities, and remrn;brr that the Mrn's 
Clnb is "~hat the nmlrrgra(l11atrs mah 
it· each year." 
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Universi ty Sport. 
TENNIS CLUB. 
The University Lawn Tenni.; 
rlub held its annual meeting on 
March 30. 'l'he following officers 
were elected for the vear :­
Captain, J\k C. Ellis; vice-cap­
tain, J\f r. K. X S. Hall ; hon. sec­
retary, l\'h·. A. S. Iloey; com­
mittee, Messrs. C. Ellis, K. 
~- s. Hall, A. S. 
A. P. J\Iuir and ,T. 
I;ahe~-; delegates to 
Pnion, Messrs. A. 
P. ::\fuir and A. 
S. IIoey; delegates 
t" A.L.T.A., Messrs. 
C'. Ellis and A. S. IIoey. 
Tn his report for 1925, 
t.lH• sPr.retary announced 
that of the two TTniversitY 
tr.:nns which played in 
O.L.T.A. fixtures l11st year. 
the A2 graile team was 
rnnner-un in the grade 
nremiership. while the 
oth'i'r won the A::! premir.r­
sllip. 
Hoey, 
F. S. 
Sports 
This year two teams I.a Sante 
WOMEN S SPORTS UNION. 
The Swimming Club has affiliat­
ed, and it is a pity that there are 
no inter- 'Varsity swimming con­
tests to add to the enthusiasm of 
club members. 'l'he Hockey and 
·Tennis clubs were not successful 
in their inter - 'V ~rsity matches, 
but they performed creditably in 
local fixtmes. Only one blue was 
awarded clnring the year. That 
· was to Miss Ilooper 
for tennis. 
Om constitution 
has been thoroughly 
reYised. and we are hhle to show 
a sple~did credit balanee. A 
ballot was taken to make all 
"'omrn daY students membeJ'l'> of 
the Sport~ Union, and we hope 
that the Senate wi!l agree to the 
proposal. 
FOOTBALL CLUB. 
The annual general meeting of 
the Football Club was held in the 
will be entered in c'cst la GynmastiquP! Men's Common Room on March 
the Q.L.'L' .A. r.ompetitions. 
and, it is hoped, will meet with equal or 
gt'f'ater success. 
Bo great waR the lack of enthuRiasm 
on the part of the entrants in the annual 
· tournament last year, that this year the 
advisability of abandoning the tourna­
ment was seriouRly considered. It was 
decided, however, that it should be held 
and an urgent appeal is made to all 
competitors to do their part at lrast 
towards the speedy and orcll'rly canyin12· 
ont of the eYents. 
Members of the Ch1h ill'E' unanimous in 
the> opinion that the possessio11 or nse of 
courts at or near the Pniversity woulcl 
not only rnvell the ranks of membership 
and enable thr tournamE'nt to be carried 
ont morE' rxpeditiously, but, by affording: 
inr.reasrcl facilities f'o1· practice, woulrl 
eaU forth a higher standard of play. 
18. 'l'he following office-bearers 
were e>lected :-Patron, The Vice­
Chancellor; President, Mr. J. Vidulich; 
vice-preside>nts, 11essrs. '1'. Bird, J . Fihelly, 
IV. Potting-rr, Y. ,Je>nsen, Colonel Cameron, 
<Jncl Prof~ssor PriestlPy; hon. treasurer, 
)fr. \\'. ~1aeDongall; hon. srcretary, J. 
TJynam. 
For Romr time now the University 
Football ('lnb, thong-h showing splendid 
form >· pasmoclicall~' clnring the football 
season, has failed to brcome> <1 serious 
challenger for premiership honours. 
'l'hat we haYe g1:eat talent <~t the> Univer­
sity wafl manifested last yra1· when om· 
rrprE'srntatives p layed drawn games with 
the lrading tc·ams in the competition, 
Bt·cthrr·s and \Vestr1·n R11bnrbs. Thi>~ 
. ~· pr •·mMlic lwilliancy is flne> main ly to laek 
of intrrE'st ancl e>nthnsiasm, and the 
absence of a sustained cfi'ort by the 
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University Club ha~ engendered the 
opinion that University footballer~ play 
only for the sport, with no interest what­
RMver in the winning of premierships. 
·while thL'> is partly true, we should 
remember that we owe a duty to the 
l 'niversity to uphold its prestige in the 
realms of sport. 
'fhe spirit of "laissez-faire" seems to 
pervade the entire field of sporting 
activities at the University, and, as a 
result , the record of our achievements in 
both football and cricket has sreated an 
unenviable reputation. \Vith the wealth 
of sporting talent at the University and 
thr training facilities available, there is 
no reason why the lJnivrrs ity footballers 
shonld not be equal, if not supc1·im·, 1o 
those of other clubs. 
The colleges are largely to blame, and 
so long as collegians view the interests 
of the University as subservient to their 
own parochial college aims, so long will 
the University be unable 1o display the 
sporting ability of which she is capablr. 
We make an 11ppeal thrn to all foot­
ballers within the University, especial!? 
to collegians, to think first of all of the 
mother institution. and to f'how by their 
presence at practice and their keenness 
in training that they realise the duty 
they owe to the institution to which the~· 
trmpornrily helong. 
MEN'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
The third year of this clnb opens upon 
wh::~t ? Tn all fairness lrt it be stated that 
hockey has risen splendidly from its 
inauguration in both rnthusiasm and 
achievements, to say nothing· of the kern 
rnternrise displayed by the pm·ticipation 
alrracly in two Inter-University contest,:. 
'rhe annual general meeting wns hrlt1 
in thr Men's Common Room on 'l'nrscln~' . 
1\fan•h 80, and the following wrre rlrctrcl 
to office :- Presiilent. 1vh- f'..T. Nac;h : 
Vicf'-nrcsiclent, M I'. I;. f'. Fi<;hrr: 8rcrr­
hJ·y. 1\f,·. E. 1\t Shepherd: f'ommitter. 
)fr~Rrs. F. Thomns, M. A. Simmoncls, anrl 
C:. Wilfwn. 
Practices have comruenccll, but the cry 
is: ''More men wanted.'' We wish to 
field two teams, but since there remain 
bnt four or five of the team which last 
year journeyed to Melbourne, we have 
urgent need of more to swell the depleted 
ranks. 
This year the Inter-University Hockey 
contests will be held in Brisbane for the 
first time. 
BOAT CLUB. 
At a meeting of the Boat Club Com­
mittee held in the early part of the year, 
it was unanimously decided that thr 
1J.Q.B.C. should not .participate in this 
year 's race. T11is action was taken for 
'-<'Vrral reasons, the n1ain on~s being thnt 
thr long journey to Hobart would entail 
mm·r money than could be raised withput 
canvassing, and that money was urgently 
needed for refitting the chtb mater·ial. 
The membei·s of the Boat Club will con­
fine themselves to local regattas, and it 
is probable that a 'Varsity-G.P.S. joint 
regatta will be held about the end of 
.June. 
The lack of a pontoon is at present a 
great bar to our progress. but this matter 
is receiving consideration, and it is 
nossible that by the end of the year this 
bar will have been removed. At the 
nnnual general meeting the election of 
officers resulted as follows :- Captain, Mr. 
T. E. Collins; Vice-captain. 1\fl'. G. W. 
Barlinv; Secretary, Mr. T. R. Groom: 
f'ommittee, Messrs . Douglas, Fisher nnrl 
Bm·ton. 
WOMEN 'S TENNIS CLUB. 
We are pleased to be ablr to report n 
small increase in the membership this 
year. Regular weekly prncticrs haYr 
begun, and members are showing m11ch 
enthnsiasm. The Inter- 'Vnrsitv trnnis 
mntches will be held in S~·clnr~· clmin!! 
tlw first Yacntion· 
WOMEN 'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
Ti was with r<>gret that we received 1-hr 
rPsi11·nation of onr last yrar's cantain. 
Misfi Yntrs, who was nn entbnsinstic 
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worker for the Club, but we feel that 
Miss Dent, who has been elected this 
ye_ar 's captain, will make a very able one. 
'l'hose of the "freshers" who have joined 
the Club are very keen, but we are sorry 
to see that these new players are so few 
in number. 
This year we intend to hold both a 
dance and a fete in second term in order 
to raise funds to send our "A" team to 
1\frlbourne fo1· Inter-University play. 
MEN'S SWIMMING CLUB. 
The annual general meeting of the 
Swimming Club was held in the Men's 
Common Room on March 16, when the 
following officers were elected :-Caotain, 
Mr. J. B. Gibson; Secretary, Mr. J·. 
Parnell: Committee, Messrs. J. Lavery 
and J. M. Hulbert. 
The annual Carnival, the only function 
of this Club during tlw year, was held on 
April 14 last, in the Tthaca Baths. The 
following events were decided :-50 Yards 
Championsl1ip: Gibson l, Kilby 2. Time, 
29 secs. 50 Yards IJnndicap: Douglas 1. 
Oxnam 2, Hulbert 3. Time. 34 1-5th secs. 
Neflt Dive: Irwin 1. Neville 2. Noveltv 
R:1ee: Lavery 1. Hnlbert 2. 200 Yards 
f'hftmpionship: Kilb:v 1. Gibson 2, Collim 
::!. Time. 2mins. 40 srcs. fiO Yards, Breast 
nnd B11ck: Imtwy 1. Collins 2. Neville 3. 
Time. 37 3-5th !':ecs. Tnte1·-College anrl 
''Vi!•·~itv RPlay: The Rest 1. Rt. T;eo's 2. 
Kin...,.•~ 3. TimP !iS 4-fith secs. 
CRICKET CLUB. 
Once more the secretary is able to pre­
sent to readers of "Galm-ahra" the almost 
traditional report of a bad season in 
Q.C.A. fixtures. 'fhe "A" Team, captain­
ed again by Murray Graham. was awarded 
its only points in the competition on 
account of one draw and seven1l first 
innings defeats. The "B" tram. follow­
ing in the path of its senior, also collrcted 
several points in a similar mam1er. Mac­
Donnell, with 98. ani! Mnir. with a rcn­
utry, were the l1ighrst inclivi,]nnl scorrr,; 
for the "A" and "B" team ~ rt'SPt'ctively. 
lVfacDonnell, it might also be mentioned 
here, holds the batting average for the 
season. In conjunction with Bennett, the 
other opening batsman, he was respons­
ible for the only consistent batting of the 
'Varsity team, during the season. The 
"A" team bowling average and the high­
est aggregate of wickets, is held by 
T;endrum, who, together with Rahman 
and Cardm:. constituted our bowling 
nttack. During the r;eason MacDonnell. 
Lendrum. Hall, Muir and Mahoney played 
in inter-city matches. 
Thif'l vear we l1aYe nndertal,en to enter 
011r tea~ 11ermanently into the A.U.S.A. 
rom1wtition. No doubt, we may be 
ilefeflted at first, but everything seems to 
favour our Rpeedy improvement, and we 
l10pe in the near future to be able to hold 
our own with the southern universities. 
As regards finance , we have a debt of 
about £12. 
Arising from our failures last season, a 
movement has been started in Q.C.A. 
circles. the object of which is the relega­
tion of tb e University ta the ranks of "B" 
grade cricket. Tn fact, at a recent meet­
ing of Q.C.A. delegates, when it was 
decided to form a committee to consiil,.,.. 
tl1e re-fixing of electoral boundaries, a 
torrommendation was m11.de to this com­
rnittee that the University be Pliminate.-'1 
from the list of "A" gorade trams next 
ropason. One or two who spoke agRinst 
'V::~N::ity's inclmlion. Q'avr (\ne very clear 
ugument. that the University team was il 
very weak "A" side last f'eaf'on. Bo it 
was: and so might any other trilm haw 
brrn . AR n mntter of f:wt. at JrqRt onP 
0ther tPam in the grade had very little to 
<>how above Unive-rsity. Merelv becansr 
TTnivcrsitv hapnem:; to be the weakef'lt team 
at the present moment. when certain 
electoratef'l are clamouring for sub-divi­
sion, it appears that it muf'lt be made to 
suffer, that the desires of others may be 
fulfilled. This is the subf'ltance of the main 
argument against our inclusion.. ·what 
others were brought forward seemed to 
be arguments based rather upon personal 
feeling than upon logical reasoning. 
'' \Vhat has the University done, in the 
way of bringing forward young players 
in 'A' Grade cricket?'' we were asked. 
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In reply, we were able to name five 
tmdergraduates who have represented 
Queem;land in inter-State fixtures since 
1920. Further than this, we presented to 
the Q.C.A. a new plan which has been 
formrd, to improYe practice facilities for 
undergradnatrs and to bring more under­
gradnates into the "A" team. 
What more the Q.C...A. requires, it is 
hard to imagine. They speak of forming 
a colts' team. What is the University 
team nnder these conditions, but a colts' 
tram, and the colt~ young colts, too. Our 
team is the only one in Queensland which 
provides a direct transit for the public 
school-boy to high-class cricket. We have 
pt·omised to supply two teams, as before, 
and we have pointed out that our supply 
of undergraduates is increasing annually, 
but still the Q.C.A. delegates cannot see 
room for the University on the list of 
''A'' Grade teams. The least we can do 
is to fight it out until either we are con­
vinced that we are wrong or they are 
conYinccd that we are right. 
---o--­
THE FAUN. 
This tale I tell: A sunlight shower 
~looded a church one Sabbath ·hour 
And left its gold drops on the heads 
Of those who prayed. Like one who treadB 
Over some hallowed spot, so I, 
Leaving the sea-blue summer sky 
Came to the House of God. Within, 
Where "beauty is and never sin" 
(So sang the good) soft music played 
And old familiar echoes strayed 
To me. And musing thus it seemed 
That I had slept awhile and dreamed. 
For, high up, domes and arches bent; 
The pillars curled; and people went 
Like shadows past. The golden bird 
(An eagle or a griffin?) stirred 
Its wings, plunged forward straight, and 
flew-
And dropped the Bible-though I knew 
The bird was brass. 
'Twas then I thought 
That I was dreaming, and I caught 
My neighbour's sleeve, and said to him. 
"Pray, could you tell me just what hymn 
It is?" But as I touched his sleeve 
He turned, and, now would you believP! 
He sat astride his pew and grinned. 
His ears grew long; a gentle wind 
Caressed his locks; and almond eyes 
Laughed into mine. I saw his thighl'l 
Were hairy; and his breast was white. 
Goat-cloven were his feet. Despite 
My sudden cry, he gladly leaped 
Into the aisle, and, frisking, stepped 
Towards the altar stones. A girl 
Who looked devout (although a curl 
Escaped her hat) he. kissed. She blushed; 
Then looked at me, and sweetly flushed 
She was so fair . White, glistening silk 
Stirred round a •throat as soft as mmi'. 
And red lips smiled at me. The faun 
Skipred down the sunligl1t to the lawn 
'Vithout. So she and I arose 
And hurried swiftly by the rows 
Of pious worshippers to where 
The faun danced in the summer air, 
Then, hand in hand, we wandered by 
The whispering trees that reached the sky . 
And saw the faun no more. 
A dream 
(As such odd doings' seem) 
I said it was, bu,t, strange to say, 
The old stone church is there to-day. 
The eagle still upholds the book, 
But, perching in a lofty nook, 
It flies no more. The pious sing, 
But no one says, "A curious thing 
That he should love the slender girl 
With the cherry lips and truant curl." 
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A Musical Back-Water. 
Musical appreciation in Brisbane is in 
a languishing condition, and some of the 
incidents that occur in this connection 
provide food for grave reflection. Not 
long ago two fashionably dressed ladies 
entered a music shop for the record of 
"Ave Maria." On being asked which 
''Ave Maria '' they desired, the ladies 
replied: ''The latest, of course!'' vVhen 
Fritz Kreisler was in Brisbane he re­
marked that Brisbane audiences were not 
hyper-critical. That was a doubtful com­
pliment, especially as the conduct of a 
~ection of the audience was boorish. to 
say the least. Several gentlemen retired 
to the vestibule between the movements of 
the Kreutzer Sonata ! Such isolated inci­
dents of ignorance and bad manners have, 
of course, a particular and not a general 
bearing on the attitude to music of the 
public generally, but it is more signifi­
cant to note that out of Brisbane's popul­
ation of 250,000, only 160 last year saw 
fit to buy season tickets for the State and 
Municipal Orchestral Concerts. 
The "home-made" good things of 
music in Brisbane are neglected, while 
the visitor from overseas sometimcR 
though not always, receives loud plaudit~ 
of questionable appreciation-mainly br­
P.ause he has been well advertised. 
Meanwhile, the honest endeavours of 
the pioneers of music in Brisbane who 
:vork ye~r in and year out becaus~ they 
Jove .music, are forgotten. Mu:>ic of high 
quahty could be heard in abundance in 
Brisbane if the efforts of those workers 
were amply support.ed . Pnblic apathy 
towards Its own mus1cal organisations is 
the cause of Brisbane's isolation in a 
musical back-water. 
The State and Municipal Orchestra 
offers a definite example .of this. 
Symphonic music should be heard and 
reheard before its full meaning can be 
understoo~. T~e State and Municipal 
~rc~1estra IS t.rymg to inculcate an appre­
?Iatwn of the greatest orchestral music 
m the people. But it needs support. 
Probably one reason for the apathy is 
not difficult to discern. Young people 
who have been educated in schools where 
ne. definite attempt is made to foster a 
taRte for music cannot be expected to 
grow into a truly musical people. 
Consequently music is regarded as a 
luxury, not as a necessity, by the average 
man. He who knows nothing of Scot1 
or Dickens is said to be ignorant, but 
one may conies>; comrlete ignorance oJ' 
Bach and Gounocl and still remain a jollv 
good fellow. ' 
,~.n:r. 
---0--­
R Ul'J<JRT UROOK E. 
Men marvelled much when first they saw hi!:< 
youth 
That one as fair as Hylas was to he 
The voice of Beauty in the years when Trnt't 
Was brooding lonely by a distant seJ.. 
Her guarding deeps were tinged with young­
blood shed 
In crimson streams that stained earth's loVE'·­
liness, ­
Until the stars were dark and far skies red. 
Then youth died too, and with vouth 
holiness. • 
He sang his songs ere yet the icy breath 
Chilled his red lips and made their richness 
pale, 
And, listening still, men shuddered at his 
death, 
While Beauty, by his side, wept, sad and frail, 
And let her hair fait on his golden head 
As starward swift his god-like spirit fled. 
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Vestibularia. 
A gift of £100 has been received by 
the University from Mrs. P. J. McDermott, 
in memory of the late P. J. McDermot:t, 
C.M.G., i.S.O., late Under Secretary to 
the Home Secretary. 'l'h e money is to 
found a prize for the ~nost proficient 
student in the final Hon6urs examinatiO'l 
in English literature. 
"The University Appointments Boanl" 
is a recently created unity of Univers1t;· 
Organisation. 'l'his body will consist o.t' 
representatives of the Senate and teach­
ing staff, the Public Service Commi:;­
sioner, the Railway Commissioner, and 
such other people as the Senate may 
determine. The function of the Board 
will be to find temporary or permanent 
employment for students. A register will 
be kept of both prospective employer:; 
and employees. A long needed addition 
is the Board, and everything should be 
done to ensure its efficient working. 
A number of changes occurred in the 
staff during the vacation. Dr. Cumbrae 
Stewart was appointed Garrick Professor 
of Law in the Faculty of .Arts. Mr. J. F. 
McCaffrey was appointed Registrar, and 
Mr. J. D. Cramb accountant. '' Galmahra'' 
showers its congratulations upon them. 
We extend our congratulations to 
Professors Michie anu Richard:-;, and to 
Mr. Melbourne upon their election to 
the fifth Senate. 
Professor Richards has been re-elected 
President of the Board of Facultie:; for 
the third year in succession· 
In the new Senate, Dr. James Gibson, 
M.A., D.D., of the Presbyterian Church, 
l1as filled the vacancy caused by the 
departure of Sir Matthew Nathan. 
The Chancellorship has fallen to one 
grey in Univer:;ity experience-the Hon. 
.A. J. Thynne, who has been a member 
of every Senate of the University since 
its foundation. He has been Vice­
Chancellor for ten. years. 
Dr. \V. N. Robertson was elected to 
the position of Vice-Chancellor. 
'l'he library control has been ra­
ananged, and the duties of the office of 
Librarian has been allocated to various 
member:-; of the Board of :B...,aculties. Miss 
.M.c1ver is now .Assistant Librarian. 
.A scribe once wrote that Professor 
Michie would remain a bachelor for an 
indefinite period. The particular scribe 
must have been in:;pired by an oracle that 
has played false, for Professor Michie has 
upset the the01y in the only convincing 
fashion possible-he has married. 'l'he 
affair, it may be said, was a sudden shock 
to many. But we offer our best wishes 
to the Professur and Mrs. Michie. 
Mr. II. G. 'lommerup has :Jeen appoint­
ed part time lecturer in Modern Lan­
guages. 
.At last we have an opportunity of im­
pressing upon Professor Godclard the 
necessity of appreciating the significance 
of the ·proverb relating to glass houses 
and geological specimens. Slowly, but 
surely the Biology Department _s gather­
ing to itself an up-to-elate, lC•Jnomic 
laboratory. 
Miss Lex Drake is recuperating at 
Montville. Miss Frecla Oxnam is now at 
Charters Towers. Harry Pegg is teaching 
at Maryborough Grammar School. A. S. 
Bonlton is teaching at the Central Tech­
nical College. 0. S. Kent has returned to 
the Agricultural Chemist, and J. Adam­
son to the Government Analyst. 
\Vc congratulate Mr. '1'. G. II. Jone,; 
and MrR. J ones on the birth of a son. 
Dr. \V. H. Bryan has discarded crutches 
for a Baby Citroen. · Needless to say, we 
arc delighted. 
Amongst the 1Jedagogues, F. G. Hold­
away, M.Sc. , has been appointed lecturer 
in Zoology at Adelaide; Florence Jolly 
teaches at the Brisbane Girls' High 
School, while Louie Crooks keeps St. 
Margaret 's girls in order. 
J. II. Simmonds, M.Sc., has been ap­
pointed Plant Pathologist to the .Agri­
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cultural Department, where R. B. 
Morwood, B.::lc., a~si~ts him. 
Those who scan the columns of the 
Press might llavt; noticed that on Janu­
ary 7th "'lne Laily Mail" devoted a 
leading article LO the needs of th~: 
University of ~ueensland. The conclud­
ing lin~s migh.; appeal tc some aged and 
unmarned plutoct·at whJ is anxious to 
dispose of nis worldly g·oods in prepar­
ation fc,r a life where finance makes le:-;s 
:-;tringent deLlands: "The University 
needs a 11enaauent home w.th >mitable 
buildings, it needs endowments to facili­
tate the establishment of additional 
faculties. 'fhe need is great. It matters 
not whether the funds are made avail­
. a ~le from public or private sources, but, 
~v1thout them, the University cannot play 
Its proper part in the develonment of 
the Rtate of Quec!!slancl." (Applause). 
Rumour has it that Miss Ina Schacht 
was married to Reg· Champ last year. 
'l'he following are to be congratulated 
upon joining the merry throng of match­
makers:- L. D. vVatson and Miss Jean 
Dowric; G. W. Harding and Miss Kitty 
Hassler; A. R Munro and Miss R. "\V. 
Law; F. C. Bennett, B.Sc., and Miss :\1. 
Ryan. 
Noela Harris will leave by the 
Th cmistoclcs in l\fay for a l<Juropean 
tour. 
Fred Galley is bnsy trying to improve 
bread-making in t~ueensland. 
I. J. Paull divides his time between 
hookworm at Sandy Gallop and Honours 
Zooln~y at the University. 
F. J. Olsen is in the fastnesses of 
:\fount Morgan. 
A. N. Horner engineers at ·walkers 
lAd., Maryborough. N. L. Kelly is in 
the Agricultural Dept. J. Buzarott is 
a l\feringa entomologist. 
\Vc congratulate Mr. and Mrs· w·. -:\1. 
Douglas on the birth of a daughter. 
"Styx" Ward is in the Vacuum Oil 
Co., Sydney. 
1~'. Dittmer, B.Sc., has commenced his 
medical course in Sydney. C. McCarthy 
is engaged similarly· 
Eel. Dimmock writes ftom Knala 
Lumpur (Federated Malay States), 
where he is engineering with the Publie 
Works Department. Inter alia he de­
~<:ribe:-; a procession on the anniversary 
or the foundation of China's Republic­
if a mob of scrapping "Generals" may 
be called a Republic. "Chine~e ::.tudents 
mare: heel t0 the stirring strains of 'It 
ain 't gonna rain no mo,' '' and they were 
followed by what looked like school 
gi1·ls, with a piccolo band playing '~ay 
it with a ukclele.' The display represent­
ing the m;Jitary marched to the Chinese 
nd.tional tunc, 'Why did I kiss that girl­
' why, oh why?' 'fhe American ditties 
F:onndrd vrry amusing among such 
S"'ftt·ms of Chinese. '"\Vhen it's night 
time in Tta ly,' was followed by 'Men of 
IIarlech,' but we waited in vain for 
'Scots wha' hac.' " In a later letter Eel. 
D. mentions that he met Alf. Schmidt at 
Hawang. 'l'he latter is upholding the 
high reputation of Australian engineer:-;, 
when he isn't having malaria, by wash­
ing tin out of a mountain side, with the 
help of some Yery up-to-date machinery. 
\V. A. Rucldell is teachi,lg at the Bur­
wood Intermediary. 
Jl.fi"s Ethel Campbell fullows a simila1· 
occupation at Armiclale. 
E. C. Walker is in the South-west of 
Queensland (or should be if he hasn't 
changed his mind) c.iH.sing prickly pear. 
And by so much is the backbone of the 
C'ountry ~1 rengthenecl. 
'l'he Rev. E. H. Smith h:ts his own 
parish at :Murgon. 
T. Wright has abandoned ledgers to 
bo back to his old school-the Towns­
Yillc Grammar-as Senior Master. He 
has shown great form with the bat this 
season, and performerl splendidly against 
Kippax's touring eleven. 
Claude 'fhompson has gone into busi­
ness in Brisbane. 
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Ex. Cathedra. 
At the end of last year the Union 
decided that the columns of "Galmahra" 
in 1926 should not be open to advertis­
ing. This necessitated a reduced maga­
zme to counteract the decrease m 
revenue. The maximum number of 
pages in the magazine was reduced by 
twenty. As in previous years the re· 
'i'enue derived from advertising was 
considerable, increased sales will be 
be welcome, and University students are 
asked to do their best towards extend­
ing the subscription list of the magazine. 
Again the contributions have been from 
the few. It must be remembered that, 
although the majority of students are 
content merely to read the magazine, a 
passive attitude will not fill the pages or 
"Galmahra;" and, also, that the omin­
ous silence of undergraduates on matters 
of contemporary importance refi.ect:­
rather poorly their status as men and 
women of the University of Queensland. 
'fhe Editor endeavoured to cover as 
wide a field as possible in selecting from 
the contributions submitted, but was 
unable to discover much worthy of pub­
lication purporting to be in the category 
of humorous. He wishes it to be under­
stood that he does not accept boyish 
nonsense aR a definition of humour. He 
conceives it to be Romething inore Rubtle 
than that. 
• 
The following exchanges have been 
received:-'' The Melbour-nian,' ' ''The 
Taranakian," St. .Toseph 's College 
Magazine (Sydney). "The \Vaitakian," 
University College Magazine (London), 
St. Peter's College Magazine (Adelaide), 
The Australasian Journal of Psychology 
and Philosophy, The Prince Altred Col­
lege Chronicle, The Melbourne Univer­
sity Magazine, and The King's School 
1\fagazine (Sydney.) 
Answers to Contributors. 
J.D.W.-Too dull, too academic, too 
limited in its appeal. 
"Undina."-"We have never seen "a 
robber prince" in a thunder-cloud; also. 
your knowledge of metre is too primi­
tive. 
G.H.J.-It is not easy to sustain in­
terest in descriptive prose. 
"Avc."-Well-written; but uninforma­
tive. Originality is desired above all 
things. 
"Speeva. "-Accept our sympathy! 
'' R.' '-We generously noted your 
abomination "of an interfering editor": 
hence we did not alter your line about 
''her marbled nose.'' But we had to 
leave yonr poem out. 
"Lemlara."-Yonr roundel almost got 
there; hut it weakened in the last two 
lines. Hevision is always profitable. 
.T.M.B.-'\Ve rqmreciated yonr piety, 
althon .!!h we ronlcl not say tl1e same 
!!bout "the lmgrndging wodigality of 
the lJell-bircls." 
''Deserter.' '-School-boy humour. 
F.C.S.D.-Dull records of fact taken 
from books will not be published. Yom 
articles would have been considered ha1l 
they been col6ured by at least so~p.e 
original thought. Your contribution on 
the "Peregrinations of a Nonentity" wn..; 
not particularly funny , although it cer­
tainly was insulting. 
"Hal. H . C."- So many limerick< 
have been written that new ones must 
be Yery clever to imm·e:;s. 
(Note.-In the answers to contributors 
our wish is not to be sarcastic at the ex­
pense of -the few who show sufficient interest 
in "Galmahra" to submit articles or verse. 
The ranks of the contributors are !J.ment­
ably thin, and we have n(l des'.re to antag­
onise the few enthusiasts by pandering to 
the sense of the absurd in those who do 
not contribute at all. But a standard must 
be preserved in "Galmahra," and if contri­
butions fall below that standard they will 
not be accepted. BroadnPss of apppaJ and 
originality are essentlal.- Ed.) 
